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Celebrating 65 l'ears In Tlze Tanzpa Bay Area
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SEE STORY ON PAGE 16
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SORORITY HAS 6TH ANNUAL CHRISTMAS TOY DRIVE
The members of the Tampa Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. held its 6th Annual Christmas Toy Drive at Robles
Elementary School. They donated to more than 100 fami lies. Katrina Oliver was the Program Chair. The sorority has collected toys in the
past for families at Potter, James, Sheehy, Shaw and Sulphur Springs Elementary Schools. Assisting with the distribution were: from left,
Gloria Glover, Verorine Turner, Della Gaddie, Katrina Oliver, Doris Scott, Althea Savage, Pam Scott and Lynette Judge. Also present were
Marian Lauria-Davis, Janette Spencer-Davis and Flora Scott. (PHOTOGRAPH BY JULIA JACKSON)
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Anornev Representing
Carver Citv/lincoln Gardens
Group savs Issue Isn't Over
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OMS Supplier Diversitv Office
Recognizes School District

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter
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The Tampa City Coun ci l,
in a 4-2 vote, may h ave
given their approval to businessman Joe Redner two
~eeks ago, but the issue is
far from being over.
Redner, who operates a
micro-brewery on Spruce
Street
in
Carver ·
City/Lincoln Gardens, petitioned the Council to allow
the consumption of alcohol
on and off the premises of
the brewery.
Residents came to City
Council on two .occasions in
opposition to his request,
but Council members Joe
Caetano, Linda SaulSena, Mary Mulhern, and
John
Dingfelder
approved the request.
Council Chairman, Thomas
Scott, and Councilwoman
Gwen Miller voted to deny
Redner's application.
Attorney
Mi-riam
Sumpter-Richard, representing the Carver City
/Lincoln Gardens . Civic
Association, said she is still

ATIY.
MIRIAM SUMPTERRICHARD

representing the group and
the association will meet to
. discuss the process to appeal
the Council's decision .
"Based on the record, there
are issues that are appealable. I will present them to
the association. They need
to know their options."
Atty. Sumpter-Richard
said she's currently reviewing the records as well as
Redner's testimony to the
Council.
"The community felt the
brewery shouldn't haye beeri
put there in the first place."
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Pictured from left: OSD Executive Director for Department of Management Services (DMS)
Torey L. Alston, Henry J. Ballard, Jr., Supplier Diversity Officer for HCPS, Susan L. Valdes,
Chair of the Hillsborough County School Board, Linda H. South, Secretary of the Florida DMS,
and Rep. Betty Reed, D-FL 59th District with the Director's Award presented to the Hillsborough
County Public Schools and the Office of Supplier Diversity. (Photo by Tony Leavell)

The Florida Department of
Management
Services
(DMS) Office of Supplier
Diversity recently recognized
•Hillsborough County Public
Schools (HCPS) with the
Director's Award, one of
seven diversity awards honoring minoi,:ity-owned busine·s ses and corporate and
government partners.
HCPS Supplier Diversity
Officer Henry J. Ballard,
Jr. accepted the award that
recognizes the district as a
_"tireless advocate for supplier diversity, providing input
and guidance to OSD on the
rol~ of small businesses."
"Oii behalf of HCPS, it is
an honor to receive recognition for the efforts made
· locally by the Office of
· Supplier Diversity to encourage qualified small business- .
es to compete for business
opportunities in our district," said Ballard.

"In light of the tough
times our local small businesses are experiencing due
to the economy, we continue
to grow and diversify our
data base in order to reinvest taxpayer dollars within our community," said
Superintendent MaryEllen Elia.
Between July 1, 2007 and
June 30, 200$, the most
recent reporting period
available, the Small Business
Encouragement program
administered by the OSD
generated more than $45·4
million worth of.business
opportunities to participating vendors.
··
Also recognized were
In Focus Magazine as the
Minority Business of't,he
Year, Florida Lottery as State
Agency .of the Year, GTECH
as Advocate .o f the Year,
University of North Florida
as University of the Year,

AT&T as Corporate Partner
of the Year and Office Depot
as Preeminent Partner of the
Year.
The Director's Award is
the third such recognition
the district's minority business encouragement program has received this year.
HCPS
was
named
"Cerporation of the Year" -by
the Florida Minority
Supplier
Develo.pment
Council (FMSDC) in July,
and Ballard was presented
with the Chairperson's
Award during Tampa Bay's
2009 Minority Enterprise
Development (MED) Week
in September.
·
For more information on
the Office of S~pplier
Diversity please call Supplier
Diversity Officer Henry
Ballard at 813-635-1240 or
email Hem:y.Ballard@sdhc.k12.fl.us.
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R.I.C.H. House Helps 50 Needv Fa-milies

LL.

.

BY IRIS B. HOLTON

Sentinel City Editor

Did Yo.u Know -That.....

Medicaid Provides.Coverage For De~~r~
Patients, Including Annual Relining &
Surgery In
tion For Your Dentures?
Call And Schedule
Your Appointment Today!!!

(813) 623-1014

On Mond~y ·a nd Tuesday
several East Tampa families
. were the recipients of holiday
. cheer from members -of the
Tampa Police Department ·
and community volunteers.
The holidays were made
brighter during a two-day
event that provided food and
toys to the families.
The families were all residents of Sulphur Springs who
were in need of both food and
toys. The R.I.C.H. House was
·a last resort for them, Ms.
Janelle
McGregor,
spokesperson for the Tampa
Police Department said.
Last Monday, all of the children in the families were pre-
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sented with three'
,vt R.I.C:li. 'is'·tui. 'acronyridor
and each family had at least
the
Tampa
Police
four members.
On
Tuesday,
·
Department's
Resource
in
•
·· · l ·r J · • •• , , .
_.,, , • .., ...: . . . . . . .
_ .... ....
the fam111es ,were the rec1p1Commumty Hope Ho;trse..1
ents of food baskets.
Located in the Tampa Police
"The baskets contained
Department's District T~o
everything for the traditional ·
area, the facility provides a
holiday n:Ieal inclu,ding a
':SElr~es of progra_
m s geared
turkey and a pie. The turkeys
towar.d helping families
were ·donated by Magical
become
setf-sufficient
Charters and Limousines and
through education, job trainthe other items were provided .
ing,· and computer training
through donations from variclasses.
ous churches, organizations,
· "The R.I.C.H. House was a
volunteers, and from police
last resort for these families.,
officers," Ms. McGregor
and the officers made cash
said. .
donations as well as helped
She further stated that some
with the delivery of the food
of the volunteers represented'
baskets. They wanted to make
the Tampa Palms Bible
sure that these children and
Fellowship Church, Bayshore
their parents h'ad an enjoyBaptist
Church,
and
able
holiday,"
Ms.
Water~~rk Design ~?_mpany. · . M~Q-regor said.
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R.I.C.H. House Helps 50 Needv Families
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
On Monday a nd Tuesday
several East Tampa families
were the recipients of holiday
cheer from members of the
Tampa Police Department
and community volunteers.
The holidays were made
brighter during a two-day
event that provided food and
toys to the families.
The families were all residents of Sulphur Springs who
were in need of both food and
toys. The R.I.C.H. House was
a last resort for them , Ms.
Janelle
McGregor,
spokesperson for the Tampa
Police Department said.
Last Monday, all of the children in the families were presented with three toys each
and each family had at least
four members. On Tuesday,
the families were the recipients of food baskets.
"The baskets contained
everything for the traditional
holiday meal including a
turkey and a pie. The turkeys
were donated by Magi-cal
Charters and Limousines and
the other items were provided
through donations from varlous churches, organizations,
volunteers, and from police
officers," Ms. McGrego~
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Ms. Shana Burden is shown giving a turkey to one of the residents in Sulphur Springs. Ms. Burden is a volunteer parent at
the RICH House.

said.
She further stated that some
of the volunteers represented
the Tampa Palms Bible
Fellowship Church, Bayshore
Baptist
Church,
and
Watermark Design Company.
R.I.C.H. is an acronym for
the
Tampa
Police
Department's Resource in
Community Hope House.
Located in the Tampa Police
Department's District Two
area, the facility provides a
series of programs gea!"ed

CHYLA SIMMONS

Ex~Felon Encourages Others To Not.Give:Up ·
BY LEON-B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

that could teach and entertain
at the same time."
Griffin developed African
historic playing cards-. .He said
he did a lot of research .as far
as the culture is concerned
and watched lot of taped
interviews with Africans.
"That proved to me that
there are things out here you
can do. You dmi;t have to turn
to crime. You don't have to
give up and-feel the only way
·you can take care of yourself
is doing something illegal."
Griffin said there are so
many things ex-felons can do
independently, especially
since so many are denied
employment_because of their
arrest history.
"I know what it feels like to
have doors slammed in your
face because of mistakes
you've made in the past. It
almost makes you want to do
something illegal."
Griffin said so many concepts are developed inside .
prison by felons, but once
they are released, they are
bombarded by so many
things, they never get the
chance to apply thep1.
"You have to push everything aside and totally devote
yourse_lf to being indeJ?endent.
"All it takes is one person
reaching out and Willing to at
least give you a chance."

a

CLINT GRIFFIN

ing; and as he was trying to
find what to do, he said he all
came to him while he was
watching television.
"I was watching a program
where a family was sitting
down playing cards . .\Qat's
when I tnought it woul(;I be
.· nice if they had playing cards

PAPE~S

ON THE STREET
-•·~ WEEK OF NEW YEAR'S -

day Night, December
(Frid~y Edition)

.

toward helping families
..... would have been 10-months-old Dec. 23rd
become
self-sufficient
through education, job trainMonday, December 21st, started out like normal for LaToya
ing, and computer training · Carlyle. Her 12-year-old son was in his bed, and she and her
classes.
baby daughter, Chyla Simmons, were in her bed.
"The R.I.C.H. House was a
Tragically, Ms. Carlyle awakened to find that her daughter had
last resbrt for these families
somehow fallen-between the bed and wall and had suffocated.
and the officers made casg
Tampa Fire Rescue was called, attempted to resuscitate the
donations as well as helped
baby, then transported her to a hospital. In spite of the child
with the delivery of the food
regaining a heartbeat and breathing regularly, she later died.
baskets. They wanted to make
Carlyle said her baby would have been to-months-old·
sure that these children and
December 23rd.
their parents had an enjoy:..
"We all were looking forward to a big birthday and Christmas
able'
holiday,"
1\fs.
celebration', especially st'nce this would have been her first
. McGregor said.
Christmas."
··
Carlyle said Wilson's Funeral Home is working with her to
-

Before. Clint Griffin was
sent to prison, he had dreams
and aspirations. He wanted to
be a success(ul businessman,
and create opportunities for
others.
Unfortunately, Griffin
became drawn to the same
temptations as other young
Black males, and was punished.
"During my time in prison, I
did a lot of thinking, and I
knew I didn't want to get out,
and return to the lifestyle that
put me here in the first place.
"I knew I had to make plans
while I was still incarcerated
so things would move along
quicker when I was released."
. Griffin did a lot of study-
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Babv sunocates After
Falling From Bed
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magine this. At least 30,000 Floridians have sign_e d
a petition supporting our state's issuing a license
plate promoting a return to slavery. We don't want
to rain on your holiday parade, but currently, the Sons
of Confederate Veterans (those same varmints who put
up a monster Confederate Flag now flying over I-4 and 175) is suing the State of Florida Department of Highway
Safety and Motor Vehicles for being denied an application to print a Confederate Heritage license plate with
the slogan, '!SLAVERY! IT'S A PIP!" Thankfully, the
Florida Legislature has refused to approve such an
application for the past tWo years.
Indeed, another organization called the Sons of a
Parallel Universe has applied to have the state print a
-plate that would have the slogan "SLAVERY! YES!" for at
least two years. Imagine specialty license plates with slogans such as "The Holocaust! Never Happened!'\ or "A
Woman's Place? In the Kitchen!," or "Immigrants, Pick
Strawberries and Go Home!"
Racism, seXism and bigotry do not belong anywhere
and .c~rtainly have no place on state-issued license
plates. Promoting racist, sexist and bigoted symbols of
oppression and violence has no place on taxpayer paid
and state issued licenses.
African Americans now are subjected to a m~minoth
Confederate flag waving off our interstates. We will not
tolerate, nor quietly accept state issued racism and bigotry, as well. Enough is enough!
·

li~k! That was the
sound of my glass of
·
egg nog clinking
against another glass as I
propose the toast: Here's to a
better New Year. I am sure
that milligps of Americans
join me irl.~Wishin!}fcir ia- better 2010.
I need ':riot tell you or
remind
\{ou
· that 2009 was
.
..,..,. ....
not a very good year·for: marty
of u's. We experienced a trying year in 2oog because: the
United States is in the midst
of two very costly and deadly
wars; the economy is at its
worse in decades; people lost
their jobs by the millions;
and people lost their homes,
their savings, their insurance
and their retirement.
And, that is not all. People
had difficulties feeding their
families, educating their children and getting medical
treatment. Yes, my friends,
2009 was not a very good

C

~

"$t.~~'"'"~··

year for many Americans.
We can only hope and
believe that 2010 will be a
better year. To believe that it
will be better is not dreaming
the impossible. As 2009
came to a close, there were
signs showing that things are
getting better. The administration is beginning to concentrate on creating jobs.
Hopefully; early in 2010,
things will really get better.
I am tempted to say that
things were so bad in 2009
until they can only get better
in 2010. But, I realize that
unless the President and
Congress stay the course,
things could get worse in
2010. Let me say one more
time, things wer~ bad in
2009, but at the same time,
· let me say that we made it.
But enough about how bad
things were in 2009. In spite
of conditions in America,
there is so much that we have

to be thankful fo r ;tnd to bL'
happy ove r. We can be thankful for life and th e chan ce to
see a brighter day w e can be
thankful th a t in s pite of th e
wa rs and acts of te rr ori s m ,
Ameri ca r e main e d a s afe
place to live and to rai se fami lies.
We ca n go forth knowin g
that dawn will com e in th e
morning, that behind eve ry
dark cloud there is a silver lining and that trouble doesn 't
last always. For those ~ho are
Christians, we can move
through the year knowing that
God will put no more on us
than we can bare.
As we embark upon a New
Year., I ask that everyone
pause and pray to their God
for peace on earth, goodwill to
all mankind and for a 2010
year that will be a whole lot
better than the year of 2009.
Not only should we pray for a
better year in 2010, we should
pray that each of us become
better people in 2010 .
I for one am relying on a
better 2010. I have accepted
that fact, I believe it and
because I do I want to say
Happy New Year and the best
of the best to you!

pointed out that as late as
1861, Lincoln rescinded an
order
by
General
Freemont that slaves of
masters who fought against
· the Union were · to be
"declared free men."
By 1962, the continued
rebellion of the South, then
known as the Confederate
States of America, prompted
Lincoln to propose a plan
Lincoln gave a speech in
for "gradual compensated
which he stated, "If I could
emancipation of slaves."
save the Union without freeThe proposal also including any slave, I would do it; if
ed a provif)ion to assist freed
I could save it by freeing all
slaves who desired to emithe slaves, I would do it; and
grate to Haiti or to Liberia.
if I could save it by freeing
In September 1962,
some and leaving others
Lincoln threatened to aboalone, I would do that. What I
lish slavery in territories still
do about slavery and the colrebelling against the Union,
ored race, I do because I
and
to free slaves of masters
believe it helps save the
disloyal to the United States,
Union . . ."
if they refused to cease fightMoreover, knowing that
ing the Union, by January 1,
the Emancipation Proclama1863
. Thus, on January 1,
tion only freed slaves in those
1863, Lincoln issued the
states that had seceded from
the Union, leaving all other-'· .Ema11.cipation Pr:oclamation, 1
declaring all slaves in "rebelslaves
(approximately
lious areas to be free. " The
8oo,ooo) still in bondage,
rest is history
,,
was a sobering moment for
Today, the oldest memorial
me.
to Abraham Lincoln built
Most important to rememby funds raised by former
ber is that Lfncoln was electslaves, in the 'Washington, D.
ed as a "racial moderate" in
c. area, still stands. The stat- .
1860, and had "argued that
ue,
Lincoln
The
federal government had no
Emancipator,
shows
right to prohibit slavery in the
Lincoln standing over a
South, and that preserving
kneeling half-clad slave with
the Union was the sole issue."
his slave chains broken. So,
Thus, Lincoln deliberatas we celebrate Emancipation
ed over the issue of freeing
Proclamation Day this year,
slaves while his more radical
we at least know the truth
Republican colleagues advoabout Lincoln. And the truth
cated for complete abolition.
shall set us free. Harambee!
The Negro Almanac alsO'

The Emancipation Proclamation
And ADose 01 Realitv

0

n Friday, January 1st,
Blacks
all
over
America will gather in
;:,
churches, community centers
m
..!.
and parks to celebrate
w
Emancipation Proclamation
z
Day. Since 1863, this day has
i=
zw
been one of the most important dates in the history of
en
Blacks in America. Indeed, I
c<
envisioned the jubilation and
smiles among slaves as the
0
proclamation
declaring their
...J
u..
freedom was read to them by
members of the United States
Army as they spread throughout the South notifying slaves
and slave 9wners of the
aul Revere, mount your horse and spread the news
action taken by President
across· America! One of Black America's deadliest · Abraham Lincoln. I always
· foes .may soon have met its match~ Earlier this · looked forward to those celemonth, researchers revealed they are close .t o discoverbrations.
ing a cure for sickle cell anemia in children.
· ·.
However, in later years,
"One if by land! 1\-vo if by sea!" The disease that kills a
while we celebrated, my emohalf-million people worldwide each year, will ~e battled,
tions wen~ always tempered
said French researchers, by a treatment strategy that
by the reality of the politics
uses stem cell transplants to destroy the disease. Thus
behind
how
the
far, such efforts have shown great success.ln fact, three
Emancipation Proclamation
years after receiving the treatment, 85 percent of the
evolved . To me, the
children are alive and disease free.
Emancipation was always an
Moreover, Sickle Cell disease, which is found primarily
"end th·at justified the
among people of African, Asian or Eastern
means."
Mediterranean descent causes the body to produce cresYou see, I read the 1206
cent-moon shaped blood · cells, which limits the cells'
page Negro Almanac, in the
ability to carry oxygen throughout the body. The blood
1979's and became aware that
also becomes sticky. The incidence of the disease among - · President
Abraham
American Blacks is 1 in 12. However, in some parts of:
Africa, it is as high as 1 in 4·
·
~
Indeed, somewhere in the world, sources state that .a . stem cell transplants was.startling and welcomed news.
W baby dies of Sickle Cell disease, every minute. Currently, Nevertheless, researchers believe the potential cure might cause problems for adults.
~ rio cure for this debilitating disease had been found. So, However, the news of the success with children means that a safe cure for adults is
Q. 'the fact that children were disease-free as a result of
closer than ever before.
·
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Cure For Sickle Cell
Anemia Close At Hand
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HOROSCOPES
Today 's Birthday --- You find venues for concentrat ed effort
everywhere you look thi s year. Don't shy away from work.
In stead, embrace each responsib ility and figure out how to ha ve
fu n with it. Boost yo ur mental power by leam ing a new wo rd
every day and th en usin g it. Work can be pl ay.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan . 19) -- You may not get mu ch done
today, but others do. Yo u're surpri sed at how fa r co-work ers have
come. Thank them.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -- You get a chance to combine
the best ideas fro m each person in the group . .A ll the threads
weave together into a de li ghtful prod uct.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) --Poli sh the language yo u'll use in
an important commun icati on. Get suggestions from a trusted
: r, j 1
. pi;! rtn er. Fin ali ze documents tod.ay.
Aries (March 21-April 19) -- Con fi rm plans. Pick up any
surpri se packages that yo u have on la yaway. Schmooze with co- .
wo rkers. Not much work gets done toda y.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -- Document opportuniti es th at
come yo ur way today. You can't do much about them, but you'll
want to rem ember th em next week.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) -- If yo u've been taking care of
business , tod ay feels like a peak of performance, completion and
satisfaction.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) -- Wh at began yesterday will be
completed today if you pl ay your own role . Let others play theirs .
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -- You get a huge boost of energy when
you work together with a peer. Both of you get new ideas in the
process.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -- Pay attention to everything you
hear in the romance department. You can use this info later fdr
yourself or for gift 1deas.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) -- Calls and cards come flowing in .
You hear from people who've been absent for some time. You
don't have to reply to all, but there's one call you need to make .
Scorpio (Oct. 23--Nov. 21) -- Be prepared to restate your
position . People are listening and willing to change. Surprise! You
change, too.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) -- Make it your business to
speak to everyone in your environment. Don't just say "hi ."
· Encourage a real answer to "how are you?"
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Attending a Police-Community Relations Program were Officer Millie. L. Grant, Nathaniel and
Justine Long, Sergeant W. R. Dial, and Officer Sabrina. D. Taylor.
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SOAP OPERA SPOILERS
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All My Children
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•

David to JR: Tell Marissa the truth about yo ur condition!
James to Jesse: don't cross me!
.Angie to Madison: testifying aga in st your fat her! _
Kendall is reunited with her boys on Christmas Day.
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As The World Turns
Mick places a strange phone call.
Brad, Katie and Jacob share a special Christmas.
Luke is psyched to have Noah home for the holidays.
Casey proposes to .Ali!

The Bold And The Beautiftd
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Delegates attending a Baptist conference at Mt. Moriah P. B. Church were Rev. T. M. Batts,
Rev. J. B. Taylor, Rev. J. T. Syler, Mrs. Rosa Davis, Miss Lillian Syler, and Mrs. Lillie Godwin. ·
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Days Of Our Lives
• Stefano reaches out to Elvis.
• EJ and Sami issue a joint public plea for the return of Sydney.
• Mia is distressed by the sight of Chad dancing with the new girl
.in town .
• The Carvers spend quality time to gether. ,

General Hospital
• · The murder scenes depicted in Franco's photographs are
coming true !
• Lisa is shocked to learn th at Robin is HIV positi ve.
• Max ie and Spinelli survive a rough patch.
• Laura 's special angel looks over her family.

One Life To Life
Clint confronts Bo and Nora ... with a rifle!
Natalie confesses to Rex .
Dorian finally· gives in~o Mitch's demands .
Matthew ' s parents cry tears of joy· when he takes his first steps
since the accident.
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• Steffy creates a new campaign for the latest collection .
• Brooke agrees to be part of Eric and Ridge's scheme .
• Sandy receives discouraging news.
• Stephanie reflects ·on past Christmases.
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The Young And The Restless

• Nikki leaves V~ctor ' s side to spend Christmas with her
children.
• Is this the end for Phyllis and Nick?
• Nina and Paul present someone with a shocking gift.
• Daisy's true identity is proves dangerous for Laure~ and
Michael.
An early photo.ofMeacham Elementary School Safety Patrol members:
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Prophetess Seeks
To Train, Equip, And
~
01 Blacks In Ybor Citv
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BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

When it comes to partying
in
Ybor City, Sholanda Hill
1feels there's a double standard.
On December 18, 2009,
Hill and her husband,
Andre Hoston, were at Club
Prana on 7th Avenue and 17th
Street in Ybor City. At 2:15
a.m. Saturday, Hill said she
was stabbed inside the club
by an unknown patron.
"I went to find my husband
to tell him what had happened, and we went outside
to find a police officer. That's
when things got crazy."
;:)

Hill said her husband was
very exc ited a nd a n xious
when he tri ed to get the
attention of officers on patrol
in the area.
"He was worried about me
and knew I needed medical
help. He was yelling for an
officer, and when one did
come, his voice was raised as
he tried to explain what had
happened. "
Hill said that's when the
officers turned things around,
and" attacked her husband.
"They tased him 9 times, .
saying he was arguing with
them. He wasn't arguing with
the police. He was trying to
tell them I had been stabbed,
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Not valid with other offers. Eipim January 30,

but it appears they didn ' t
want to hear th at . Instead,
they treated him like a criminal. "
According to arrest records,
Hoston was arrested a nd
charged with breach of peace,
disorderly conduct, and
obstruction.
Hill said ft makes no sense
how Blac!--~-~~ple ate treated
.
in Ybor eity.'•c
"I've seeiHhe w.ay the police
treat the white patrons . It
seems they get away with just
about anything. But, as soon
as a Black person gets loud,
they jump on them. "
Hill said she wants to know
how the person who stabbed
her was allowed inside the
club with a weapon.
"So m ebody is not doing
their job. This is completely
unacceptable; and the fact a
report wasn't written the
night it happened really upset
me."
District III Commander,
Major Gerald Honeywell,
said according to his officers,
two men wee fighting inside
the club, and Hill tried _breakingthem up.
"She was stabbed trying to
break up a fight: Her husband
wasn't involved in .the fight.
The reason it took so long to
get a report together is
because no one at the club
wanted to cooperate with the
officers."
"His wife was trying to pull
him out, but he c·o ntinued to
be belligerent and challenging
the officers. That's why he
was tased. He was ·Challenging the officers and that's
unacceptable. He really
wasn't involved n the fight. "
Maj. Honeywell said they
are investigating Hill's stabbing.
Hill filed a complaint with
the
Internal
Affairs
Department on the behavior
of the officers.
''I'm going to hire an attorney to take action against the
cluh and the officers. I'm not
going to allow this to just be
forgotten like it never happened."
A call to Club Prana was
answered by a man who idem
tified himself as Frank, one
of the managers.
He said their search policy
varies, depending on the
crowd.
"On some nights, we do pas
downs and physical searches,
and ·on other nights, we use
wands. It depends on what
kind of theme is going on at
the club on that particular
night."
As far as the incident where
Ms. Hill alleges she was
s.tabbed, Frank said he
doesn't recall a woman be.ing
·stabbed inside his club.

·Empower Others

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
On Thursday even ing ,
members of the church community will gather at their
respective places of worship
for Watch Meeting Night.
This will be a time of praising
and singing to welcome the
New Year.
However, the following
evening,
Prophetess
Joanne Gillespie, of
Prophetic Ministry Institute
Intermi.tional, wants the community to join her as she
launches the "First Fridays
Prophetic Gathering."
The event will begin at 7 p.m. ,
January 1st, and will be held
at Cathedral of Faith Church,
6304 N. 30 th Street. The
event is free and open to the
public.
A n a tive of Columbus,
Ohio, Prophetess Gillespie
said, "God sent me on a mission to come to the area. I left
everything I owned, family,
and friends to come here. "
Prophetess Gillespie
clarified her role by stating
that she is not here to. establish a church. Her mission is
to "train; equip, and empower
people" to start the year off
correctly.
Fondly known as "The
Prophetess," Prophetess .
Gillespie is a powerful
speaker, and gifted psalmist.
However, she defies being
placed in a category and
refuses to be defined or
described. InsteacL she said
her ministry must be experienced.
· She currently serves the

PROPHETESS JOANNE
GILLESPIE

body of Christ in the Office of
a Prophet and as the Founder
of the Prophetic Ministry
Institute Interna tional with
its International headquarters
in Tampa.
Prophetess Gillespie
brings mor e than tw enty
years ,o f experience, knowledg e, and expertise to her
profession. She also utilizes
classes, seminars, workshops,
and conferences designed for
churches and leaders to reach
others.
Prophetess Gillespie's
further stated that she is
, appreciative of Bishop
James
and
Pastor
Marzetta Howell for serving as hosts for the program.
"They are both just so gracious, such giving people with
open hearts for God and
God's ·people."
frophetess Gillespie
stated that her goal is to rrieet
people on New. Year's Day,
which is the first Friday of the
year to, "Start the year with
an ear to hear what the Spirit
is saying to you."

TAMPA ORGANIZATION OF BLACK AFFAIRS

(TOBA)
REV. DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

UNSUNG HERO AWARD
The MLK Unsung Hero Award is presented to individuals who
have significantly contributed to improving the quality of life in
our community by giving ofthemselves in time, dedication,
influence, servic~ ~commitment.
Nomination must include:

Nominee's Name and mailing address
Reason for Nomination (100 words or less)

Name and address of person making nomination
Send your nominations to:

UNSUNG HERO AWARD
C/OTOBA
· P.O. Box 3485
Tampa, FL 33601

All nominations must be received by Friday, January 8, 2009
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An ounce of prevention? You
get a lot more than that at CarePlus.
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For more than a decade, Car:ePius Health
Plans, Inc. has focused on delive1·ing the kind
of health care plans that keep our members
hea lthy. And because we specialize in
Medicare plans - and only Medicare - we
have a pretty good idea of what works,
something to think about as you
make your choice.
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Call us.

1-800-220-8704
TTY: 1-877-245-7930

.......,

arePius
HEALTH PLANS. INC.

Keeping the health in health care.

Medicare approved HMO plan . Some limitations, restrictions, co-insurance and co-payments may apply. The benefit information
provided herein is a brief summary, but not a comprehensive description of available benefits. Additional information about benefits is available to assist you in making a decision about your coverage . This is an advertisement; for more information contact the plan .
H1019-MK-P90--1109

www.careplushealthplans.com

g Birthday Greetings
N

Barbara oavs Celebrates Birthdav

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!

Barbara Days celebrated her birthday last Saturday in her No rth Tampa home. Family and fri end s
from far and near were there to share th e day with her. (Photos by Julia Jackson)

EDDIE, JR., EDDIE, III
And ANN
Dad, I love you and miss you
a lot!
Son, no matter what, I'm
here ... God has got this!!!

Understanding is understood
for those who thought I was
down and out and turned their
backs on me, I salute y'all. I am
stillwo%.
Happy birthday to the man
d
y'al1 sit aroun talking about,

Family: Birthday honoree, Barbara Days, center, with her
brother, Tyrone Days of Kansas City, Missouri, and sister
Jestina Cox.

The birthday honoree's son,
Jarryd Reid and Aramis.

~.-.-N_:V_A_~-~-Y_R_I_____.~.II n~REE JIZ
Mr.

LIZ And SNOOP

. Brus, we love you.
S. T. A. N. D. -Stay True And
Never Doubt . .

HAPPY.
ANNIVERSARY
.,. .
\,'"

Yes, it's the singing diva,
· Donna Douglas.
Yeah, y'all see it, still representing. You counted· me outguess what, I'm coming back.

HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY

LATOYA And GEORGE

George, God has truly blessed
me with you. You're the love of
my life. Happy anniversary, love,
LaToya.

•••••••••••
•
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•
• FLORIDA •
••
•
•
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•• ADVERTISERS ••
••••••••••••

DONALD And PAMELA
HOKE
If I had to choose between loving you and breathing, I would
use my last breath to say I love
you because I l<no.w what love is
and it's because ofyou.
Your wife, Pam ·Hoke

••

Larry was one of the guests
at the birthday party for Bar:q_~a Days .
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Black Shoe Squadron, ladV Slippers Tov Drive
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The Black Shoe Squadron a nd the Lady Slippers held a toy
dri ve at th e Windjammer to co ll ect toys for Me tropo lit a n
Mi nistries. This is th e third year the retired military veterans
have co me to ge th e r for th e toy drive . (Photography by
BRUNSON)
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George Allen, Ernestine Miller, Delilah Canady and Debra
Register at the Windjammer for the toy drive.
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Left to right: Walda Lewis, Will Powell, Lemar Powell and
Rita Mooney.
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Mani(estQtio.ns Wt>rldwide Missions
Wo .iafile yout>IC!mdMarrifestalicm Woridwid<l Miuiom Niglt
at the Cto:ilsr lil- ~ 00
.

,January 10, 2009 at 6P.M.
.
w.ith
a opecial gnoAt spcakel:. Our goal il to helfl arofhlr human boq
achirn: 8 b:ttt.r 'n'J of lift; pbyaiailly, emotiroally & spirilually.
l<OUalllid, "l have allllO thai they may have life md that tbcy lillY
i¥m it ma-o aWodan!ly" (Join IQlO) Lot's 0001e togotb« mel
~a., wucld~ Ute gaspe! of S..US amrt

Amerka Afrka
• Feediog

Mia

Europe

·ct~ -

• Social Services
• WcridWide & Natiooal Televisicn

·Radio~

• Local Evqel.iam: Ntning &mea,
Priaool, Drug Rcblb Cemn, Doa
to Door. Slreet Mi.ni!by & liiUdl

• Child Bducatiw SponaoBhipll
• Bible College~
• C!JirohBuilding & Plariing
• Fc:teignChtrchF~ & ~
• N&lialsl &litt:matimal Leadoebip
T~ & Develqlmort
At the toy drive were Julia Stevenson, Renaye Gooding, Brittany Whaley and Rick Charles.

IlleR

Dr. Milk T. laalk-.
Marili"". "• Warlda-ido ht

The Cater For Manifestatim
31 02 East Lake Avern»
Tampa, FL 33610
Plme: 813-241-6919
E-mail: manifestwrldwide@aol.com
Visit centerfonnanifestatimcom

Check Us Out On Facebook &Follow Us On
Twitter @ Twitter.com/FLSENTINELB
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Black Women Business owners And
Executives Quanerlv Meeting
The Black Women Business Owners and Executives held th eir quarterly meeting and J ackson's Bistro. The guest speaker was Michelle Robins on, President ,
Southeast Region, Verizon. Awards were presented to Mrs. Deborah L. ,Williams, owner of Bellafia Chocolate in Riverview, Business Woman of the Yea r; and
Renee Lee, Executive in the Spotlight.
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Katina McClinton, owner of Fresh Start Development, left;
with Ernest Coney and Toni Watts ?f CDC of Tampa.
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Tonya Burney of AFLAC
Insurance and Rashida,
owner of Glitz 'n Glam.
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Duane Williams and Mrs. Deborah L. Williams with Ms. Gail
P. Williams attended the breakfast.

~"" ~.t" the ·~r'e'akiasfwere Yolanda Anthony, Cheryl Hawkins,
Beleria Floyd, and Atty. Jeraldine Williams-Shaw.

Ernestine and Carl Butler
at the BWBOE breakfast.

COLlEGE H£Ll CHURCH OF GOO IN CHRIST
6414 NORTH 30TH STREET
TAMPA, fLORIDA 33610
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''The \-'tJic(' of
0 u r Co nu;um il"v
Speaking j cJr lt~~£;ij·"

Rose M. Saxton, owner of Urban Culinary Cuisine Cafe in
New Tampa and Dr. Pat Dupar Penix of Professional
Enhancement and Development, LLC.
'
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It's the TBBHF Street Festival.
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Cotne join us-there's something for everyone!
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Arts, crahs & food vendors, free health screeninqs,
live enter1ainrn ent, v ill a~es (Jr1 ists, authors, children activi tiPs,
f eo turin ~J
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Greek fra terni ties & sororities Jnd corpo rClte)

January 16, "O ld Schoo l" Sa turday,
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January 17, Jazz Sunday, feot win g BK Jackso n
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10 am-6 pm, Admission is FREE
AI lopez Park 4810 North Himes Ave., Tampa
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Presents
''The 5th Altntlal Heritage Gala''
This event \Viii kick-off the lOth Anniversary \Vith a
Broad\vav caliber-like sho\v:
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·Location:
When:
Time:
Price:
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Busch Gardens, .Tatnpa Bay
Fridav,
.. Januarv
.. 15, 2010
6: 00 PA1 - 9:3 OPil;/
$40 per person- $70 per couple
$50 ar the door perperson

Semi-Formal Attire
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l~·fusic/Food/Sholv

Ticket locations throughout the conm1wlity: (No Checks or Credit Cards Accepted)
.
Special Hair Design - 6010 N. 40th Street, SuiteD, Tampa- 813.236.7077
Kennedy Barbeque at Heritage Isle Golf & Country Club- 10630 Plantation Bay Drive,
New Tampa- 813.4Q6.494 I
Sista RiseN' Shine- 213 E. Robertson Street, Brandon- 813 .622.0502
To purchase tickets online, please visit www.tampablackheritage.org for full schedule of events
Title Sponsor:
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Blue<..'ross BlueShield
of Florida
AI>·.............. ~ ...,... " ...

.... ;;~ ......~.. . . . :d~

For more information, please visit www.tampablackheritage .org .
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Young Coach Involves
Youth In Communitv

Steelers Sign
WR Gallowav,
Also Long Snapper

Bucs Defeat Saints
In overtime

Cl

working with a youth group
in Sulphur Spr in gs . Th ey
have been playing basketball
w ith th e J uni or / Youth
Basketball
Associat io n
thr oug h the Amer ica n
Legion.
There are 9 members of the
Junior Magics . When they
we re not playing basketball,
Taylor wo u!d ge t th e m
to ge ther to watch mo vies
and/ or listen to music since
he is a music producer while
he prepared snacks for their
enjoyment.
His plan is to keep this
group together for· the next
available sport for youth their
age.
Studying computers at
Florida Career College,
Taylor also tutors the youngsters after school. He is .the
father of a g-year-qld daughter, Nya (a cheerleader) .and ·
enjoys computers, music and
remote control cars.
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Cornelius P. Taylor is
shown with his team; left to
right, Devori,. Kemeron,
Keyshawn. ·
Stand'ing,
Rova'uan,
Taurence,
Kederick, Daniel and Troya.

Cornelius P. Taylor is a
young man who enjoys working with youth: He has been

Arum Deems PacquiaoMavweather Fight:Dead

JOEY G-ALLOWAY

PITTSBURGH --Wide
· receiver Joey Galloway ha11 •
been added to the Pittsbu_rgh
Steelers' roster as the
replacement for Limas
Sweed.
Sweed was placed on
injured reserve Monday with
a non-football related illness.
Coach Mike Tomlin would
not reveal any details of
Sweed's condition Tuesday.
Galloway was cut by New
England earlier this season
after catching seven passes
for 67 yards. The former Ohio
State receiver has 689 catches for a 15.6 average during
an NFL career that began in
1995, but he hasn't had a TD
catch since making six for
Tampa Bay in 2007.

Serena Named
AP Female Athlete
·- ·ot The Year· "

CARNELL WILLIAMS

On Sunday, the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers traveled to the
New Orleans Superdome to
face the 13-1 Saints.
Spotting the Saints a 17-0
lead, the Bucs stood their
ground and recorded a 20-17
overtime win.
Carnell · "Cadillac"
Williams rushed for more
than 100 yards and scored a
touchdown. He was also the
man head coach Raheem
Morris trusted in overtime
to get his team in field goal
range for Connor Barth's
winning field goal.
·
In the first half, it
appeared the Bucs· were
stumbling and bumbling
again, but the defense was

playing great football and
not allowing the Saints any
big plays. _
The Bucs (3-12) never
ba_cked up the entire- game,
and when it seemed they
were going to fold again,
Michael Spurlock, just resigned to the team, returned
a punt 76 yards for a score
and tied the game at 17-17.
Rookie Quarterback Josh
Freeman kept his mistakes
to a mini~um and completed passes when he needed to
and counted on a great running game in the fourth
quarter and overtime.
Freeman finished with ·
more than 300 passing yards
and two int~re"ep!~W,l;S:.

Henrv's Fiancee
Speaks At Fun·e·ral
The possible March megafight between Floyd Mayweather ·
Jr. Oeft) and 'Manny Pacquiao has been tossed into jeopardy.

· LAS VEGAS -- Pr:omoter
Bob Arum declared the
megafight between Manny
Pacquiao and . · Floyd
Mayweathey Jr.• dead
Thursday, though efforts contiriued to find a compromise
to a dispute oyer blood test- ·
ing.
"It's oyer," Aruni said, "0-V·E-R.~-'

· ~ '·,·

'

cuss.
"They're vi~wed by the
. Pacquiao side as being partisail," Arum said, referring .
to USADA. "He doesn't want
to use them. f don't ~apt 'to
use them. They're so infleXi- .
ble they can't be used." ·
Arum said he planned to
move forward py h~ving

-~··

~~m ha~s.et a :J'hursda;y .
<fe'~-affi:r or}a -, a'}ft&rfi~ri:t ·oil A

Pac(i.uiao fight M'8..f:Ch 't3·,.

"

agalnst Paul_,; Maligna~; a.
·-fl~y blit~hght-hift:in"g· i4o-;

t{lsting, _the~:.oniy issue not
pounder. He ·said there was
resolve·d ·fo·t th'e ..planned . . still a chance. Pacqwao ·ancf
M~l~·?fi~ht?-'·BtittWith><the ·-··, .>. Ma,ywea-tber.i<€ould·.mee-t .
iJ<'
Mayweather .camp still
·later in the year. ·<":
..
insisting .on using the U.S.
. "As far as I'm concernetfthe
Anti-Doping Agency to corifight is oyer·," Arum said.
duct the tests, Arum said
"Can it .be revisited in the
there wasn't much left to disfall? We'll see."
~
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SERENA WILLIAMS

Serena Williams Some
might argue that Williams,
· 28, is the best story in sports
· (notwithstanding her temper tantrum at the 2009
U.S . Open) . Consider her
accomplishments
this
decade: She won nine of her
10 Grand Slam singles titles
I a·nd two Olympic ·gold
. medals in doubles (with her
sister Venus), and she
recently reclaimed the No. · 1
ranking.
She boasts the most powerful game in modern tennis, and she is best when the
stakes are highest. Throw in
the nearly $29 million in
prize money - most of it
earned in the aughts - and
it's an improbable haul for a
woman who was schooled in
the game along with Venus
by their father, the selftaught Richard, on .pockmarked public courts in
Compton, Calif.

have been filed.
Tonga, wearing large sunglasses, paused to gather herself repeatedly as she spoke
to hundreds of mourners at
his funeral - including
Henry's teammates - who
filled the grandstands at a
suburban New Orleans
events center. Tonga professed eternal love for Henry.
and ,promised to -r aise their
~· children tJ\e way he would
want.
,rCim;t .ffobody · rio"\d he
way I'm feeling nght now. No
one can explain the relationship that me and Chfjs.. h_.ad .
In six years of knowing each
CHRIS HENRY
other - through hard times,
good times - we loved each
WESTWEGO, LA _ .... Chris
other very much," she said.
Henry's fiancee wept as she
"People say I helped change·
spoke about the late
his life. No. He changed
Cincinnati Bengals receiver
mme. "
Tuesday, saying that while
. Mourners clapped briefly as
she often got credit for steer-·
Tonga slowly made her way
ing him clear of trouble, he
back to her front row seat.
changed her life as well.
NFL commissioner Roger
Henry, 26, was killed after
Goodell, Bengals play.ers,
he fell out of the bed of pickcoaches and members of the
up truck driven by his
front office, as well as other
fiancee, Loleini Tonga,
NFL players including New
during what police called a
Orleans Saints running back
domestic dispute. Police are
Reggie Bush, were among
investigating, but no charges
those who attended.
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BEAUTY UNLIMITED

Urban Mevers Resigns

URBAN MEYERS

GAINESVILLE, FL -- While
his coachi ng successes
mounted and his tou gh-asnails reputation grew, Urban
Meyer admits there was one
thing he didn't pay much
attention to - his health.
That hit home when chest
pains sent him to the hospital
after Alabama beat his
Florida Gators in the
Southeastern Conference
championship game on Dec.
5·
_ And so on Saturday, exactly
three weeks later, the 45year-old Meyer shook all of

coll eg e footb all by saying he
wa s s teppin g d o wn . He
res ig ned afte r fi\·e s ea son s
and two national titl es. In so
many words, he said he needed to get hi s priorities
st raight.
He will coach his final game
a t the Sugar Bowl aga inst
Cinci nn ati on New Year's
Day.
He leaves No. 5 Florida with
a 56-10 record that includes a
32-8 mark in league play and
a school-record 22-game winning streak that was snapped
by the Crimson Tide in that
SEC title game.
"I have given my heart and
soul to coaching college football and mentoring yo-ung
men for the last 24-plus years
and I have dedicated most of
my waking moments the last
five years to the Gator foot, ball program," Meyer said in
a statement. "I have ignored
my health for years, but
recent developments have
forced me to re-evaluate my
priorities offaith and family."

Jordan Sues
Grocerv Stores

MICHAEL JORDAN '

The next time local grocers
Jewel and Dominick's
want to salute an accomplishment by Chicago Bulls g reat
Michael Jordan, they
might want to just send him a
card instead.

Jordan, who led the Bulls
to six championships and was
inducted into the Basketball
Hall of Fame last September,
filed lawsuits Monday against
both grocery store chains for
two separate ads celebrating
th e living l ege nd that
Jordan considers an
infringement on his trademark and business interests.
Both suits, filed in Cook
County Circuit Court, claim
.the ads, each con;gratulating
Jordan on his long list of
achievements, were actually
· clever and unauthorized ways
of linking the former leagueleading scorer to their stores.

Tiger's Wife Eves Full
Custodv, Half Of His S&OOM
o~ '(he

children, and half of

e~eryt hing.

TIGER And EUN

Elin N ordegren reportedly
wants full custody of her two
kids with Tiger Woods convinced that the philandering golf great's subpar matu- rity makes him an unfit dad.
The couple has two children
- Sam, 2, and Charlie, 10 months.
"S he wants 100 percent
divorce, 100 percent custody

'The hard-line stance stems
from Woods' refusal ~q>seek
help for his twin addicti<fns to
sex and pills.
"Tiger was supposed to be
working on getting better,
and he hasn't done anything,"
said Nordegren's pal. "Elin
is livid that he hasn't checked
into rehab and gotten himself
off his drugs. He's acting like
a big baby."
Nordegren - who has
hired
hi gh-power e d
Hollywood divorce lawyer
Sorrell Trope to shoot for
as much as half of Woods'
estimated $6oo million fortune - plans to spend
Christmas in seclusio n with
the kids.

Anest Injured
At Home
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~?~ARTEST

LOS ANGH.ES -- Lo s
Angeles Lakers forward Ron
Artest h as injuries 'to hi s
h ead an·d ·left el bow after
falling at his home.
Artest didn't travel wi th
the Lakers to Saturday's
game at Sacramento aft er
trip p ing over a box and
falling down a flight of stairs
at h is home on Christmas
night, the team said in a news
release.
He was treated at UCLA
Medical Center, undergoing a
cr scan and receiving stitches in the back of his head and
his elbow. He's expected to
be examined by a neurologist
late r Saturday , when the
Lakers will be able to estimate when Artest can rejoin
the team.

VickVoted
Winner Of
Eagles_CoJJ.rage

MICAHEL VICK

PHILADELPHIA
Michael Vick's peers
appreciate his tough journey
back to the NFL.
Vick' won t}:le Ed Block
Courage Award, voted on by
his teammates on the
Phj]adelphia Eagles, after the
once-disgraced star quarterback returned to the league
after spending 18 months in a
federal prison for his role in a
dogfighting ring.
" It means a great deal to
me, " Vick said Wednesday.
"I was voted unanimously by
my teammates. They know
what I've been through . I've
been through a lot. It's been
gr~t to come back and have
an opportunity to play and be
with a great group of guys.
I'm just ecstatic about that
and I enjoy every day."
A three-time Pro Bowl pick
in six seasons with Atlanta,
Vick h as pl aye d sparingly
with the Eagles. He has two
touchdowns rushing and one
passing in 12 games.
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-sANDRA AND
SAMANTHA
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You're so special, this week_we decided to
double your pleasure with two -.Beauty
Unlimited ladies, Sandra· and Samantha.
Either young lady can be a pleasure to be
around, and both really enjoy having a great
time with their friends. If you're out and about
one _evening and see one and not the other,
fear not. One is probably all you can handle
anyway. These young ladies have bright
futures ahead, and when it comes to the men
in their lives, both young ladies say he must
be mature, financially secure, respectful, and
have plans for his future. Congratulations/ lo
Sandra and Samantha as this week's Beauty
Unlimited features.

3602 7th Avenue* Tampa, FL
241-2301 or 247-3719
~
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8 Keys Made

f!t.

79¢-And Up ~

Latex Flat White Paint.. ...........$5.99 gal.
Oil Outside White Paint. .........$14.90 gal
Roller Pan Set.. ....................... $3.49 ea.
3" Brushes.................................. 99¢ ea.

LIMIT '2WITH-THIS AD ONLY!!
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Breaking News!
T. I. Released
From Prison

T.I.

"The king's baaa.aack!"
That's the latest catch

phrase buzzing through
Atlanta as news is spreading that T.I. has been
released from jail.
As previously reported,
T. I. was expected to be
released shortly from a federal prison in Arkansas to
continue to serve his sentence in a halfway house.
Now just six days later, that
day has finally come.
The announcement was
made official through
Grand Hustle executives
and affiliates.
"The KING is home y'all!
Merry Christ.ri1as!"

M:~::::s
To Tiuer

MAINO

White America may have
thrown him to the wolves, but
old Eldrick is still gett~ng
love in the hood.
Peep Maino's
latest
heater "Tiger" as pays homQ.geto the long stroke king.

SeanP
Arrested
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Kid Cudi
Falselv Arrested
For Burglarv
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KIDCUDI

It seems like "escorting"
himself from Lady Gaga's
<( Monster Ball Tour only creat0
ed an outlet for Kid Cudi to
0::
find his way into even more
draina.
The rapper was a rrested
Monday in 'Los Angeles after
the Los Angeles Police ·
t ·detained him,

along some of his associates
und er suspicion of being suspects to a burglary after leaving a photoshoot.
Five patrol cars wound up
on the scene to subdue and
place Cudi and his friends in
cuffs, just to find out that it
was mistaken identity and
that Cudi, nor his friends,
had any involvement with
anything illegal at the time.
After realizing their error,
the authorities were quick to
let them go. According to the
authorities, a resident identified Cudi's crew as being participants in the burglary, but
it was apparently a mistake.
Speaking with NME, which
he was actually doing the
photo shoot for, Cudi had no
ill grievances to the mistake
on the part of the police and
was content with the fact that
it was over.

SEANP

Sean P, real name Sean
Joseph ,
of
the
YoungBloodZ was arrested
Monday night after attending
a release party for his new
mixtape.
According to police, he was
involved in an incident at
Tongue and Groove club and
was arrested for simple batteiy and disorderly conduct.
The simple battery charges
have since been dropped.

lhe NePtunes
Named
Producers
If The Decade

Now Cooking Thursday- Sa~urday

Fresh & Smoked Mullet * Trout
Snapper *Shrimp * Sheap Head
Live Blue Crabs

Special Discounts For
Churches, Banquets,
Family Reunions And
Large Orders,

B.G.

provid e some clarity to his situation with T.I.'s involvement with his latest album
and what led to the demise of
his caree r on Grand Hustl e
Records.

Whil e Lil Cease has n't
released a studio album in
years, he's bee n busy hitting
the gym and promoting his
fitness DVD series. Cease is
co-CEO
of
HardBod y
Entertainment , a company
that began as an internet
magazine, and transgressed
into a fitness DVD series.
The HardBody Urban fitness series features him and
MO,ney L training users on a
basic workout routine and
nm~ may be moving to a larger scale now that one of the
founding members of Junior

LILCEASE

Mafia is said to be in talks
with a major network for a fitness program.

Que Gets Dropped
FromDav2&.
. : ;,

Quawn~ll

THE NEPTUNES

3608 N. 15th lCornar or lakeJ
For All Your Seafood Delights, Call In
Your Order To Avoid The Wait!

With th e release of Too
Hood 2 Be Hollo~ ·, mnu at the
top of December, there \\as a
lot of chan ge occ urrin g in the
life of New Orl ea ns rappe r
B.G. Not only was he fin ally
able to release his eleventh
studio album, he was also able
to cut ties \\·ith those that
were holding him back.
According to th e rappe r,
not only did · Dece mber 8
mark the drop of his album , it
also marked the day that he ·
would receive his freedom
p~ pers and should now be a
free agent to continue his rap
career with whatever label he
chooses.
B.G. took some time out to

lil Cease To Slar In
Fibless Show

<(

0

B.G. Is
AFree Agent

The Neptunes are ending
the year on a high note and
have been named the top producers of the decade.
According to Billboard,
Pharrell and Chad Hugo
are worthy of the honor.
So who else made the list?
Timbaland,
Kanye
West, Lil Jon, Bryan
Michael Cox and JD just to
name a few.

Mosley a .k..a ...
Que from Day 26, tweeted
that he had received a letter
from the R&B group Day 26
· stating that he will be departed from the group. Many fans
have already discussed their
beef with the situation and
have supported Que on his
twitter and his ustream show.
The departure comes at no
surprise, for those who are
familiar with Day 26 should
know that Que was one of the
only band members who didn't get along with eve1yone.
Although no -extended details
were released explaining the
drop, member Will Taylor .
took the initiative to go on his
twitter and say:
"The truth will soon come
out about the reason for him
being removed from the
group and they fought for this

QUE

not to happen."
This is nof the first time
Day 26 has recently made
headlines with career decisions. Just a few weeks ago
Day 26 announced that they
were leaving the Bad Boy
Label and in pursuit -to find a
new one.
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Tampa Metro NCNW Member
Addresses National Convention

IN
MEMORIAM

The 54th Na ti onal Co nve nti o n of th e Na ti o n a l
Co uncil o f Neg r o Wome n
( NCNW) , In c. w as h e ld
Dece mb er 1-6 , 2009 at the
Gaylord National Hotel, in
National Harbor, MD, a
newly developed community
near Washington, D. C. and
. Alexandria, VA.
The th eme of the convention was " Harnessing
Intergenera-tional Power."
The Doroth y I. Height
Leadership
Institute
Development
Training
Program was the highlight of
the first 2 days. Ms. Height
presided over the plenary
sessions.
Ms. Clemmie Perry,
President of Educational
Training Consultants, was
one of several presenters at
the convention. She is the
Historian and Technology

MICHAEL R. EVANS
6/25/56- 12/24/2009
Tears of happiness and joy
fall often during this time of
the year! Because a smile so
bright is no longer near. Yet
your spirit remains in our
hearts very close and very
dear.
Love, your family and
friends.

Ch a ir o f th e Ta mpa l'vl etr o
Section.
Ms. Perry pr ese nt e d
workshop s that focus ed on
the NCNW and 21st Century
Technology Challenges.
Assisting with the presentation were Doris Ross
Reddick, her mother and
NCNW member; Geraldine
Twine and Belinthia
Berry.
Several persons from the
Tampa Metro Section.attended the convention: Electa D.
Davis, President; Antonia
Barber; 1st Vice President;
Patricia Jones, 2nd Vice
President; Belinthia Berry,
3rd Vice President and Youth
Director;
Lorretta
Cottman, Mrs. Twine,
Mrs. Reddick, Lucille
Morris,
Minnie
L.
Sullivan and Gloria W.
Davis.

~N~a~t~io~n~a~l~------------------1 0rn

President Obama Calls Radio
Show As Barrv From D.C.

PRES. BARACK OBAMA

President
Obama
shocked Virginia Governor
Tim Kaine and several million listeners to a morning
radio show when he called in
as Barry from D.C.
The governor of the commonwealth was hosting a seg-

The first meeting of 2010 for the Tampa Metro Section of
NCNW will be held Saturday, January 9th, 10 a. m. at Lee Davis
Neighborhood Service Center, corner of 22nd St. and 26th Ave.
Committee chairs are to submit written reports and members are
asked to please be on time. Visitors are welcome.
Gloria W. Davis, Publicity Chair; Electa Davis, President.

Mr. Jerome Miller, Tampa.
Shyla
M.
Simmons,
Riverview, FL.

SEAN BELL And FIANCEE

A Queens city council has
opted to name a street after
Sean Bell, the unarmed man
shot and killed by police with
so bullets.
The action was approved
despite protest from people
like the president of the detectives union, Michael
Palladino, who called the
proposal "disgraceful."
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t? honor your wishes and
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We like-meeting families, not goals.

Uke you, we are a part of this community
• supporting our neighbors when they need us.

_

ATIY. KATHY GARNER

Ph. (813) 232-8t25

Fax (813) 231-0521
Letottr faltlilVtllke c:nre ofynur fiu:uily.
"We 11re tlte ke)-:tn.a fine nndqualitysen:i<.-e..

Harmon
Funeral Horne

John \~V. Harmon, L.F.D.
Jatnes Harmon, L. F. D .

5002

N. 40th St.

626-8600

We spend time with you.

.

Arranging a fitting tribute is important to you, and
• you don't deserve to be rushed.

w~
FUNERAL HOME

~bd.n

300J N. 29th St • Tampa, FL 33605

FUNERAL HOME
Business Is Service~

(800) 605-3350 • (813) 248-6125
WNW.wilson-funeralhome.com

~Our

Wayne LBright
Manager

3000 N. 2!P" st • Tampa, fl 33llim

(300) 605..J350 • (313) 14S-8125
W\'1\'1 . 'l'lil,on.funeralhome.r.om
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Florida Countv Welcomes
Its First Black Female Judge

,_.._,_ .•._..~....,.,...• pr90pe a~yt]1jngless than
~ : imtx~table ' ~;e'•.1.•·. ·....• orto leave you with less than .
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Citv Council Approves Naming
Street After Sean Bell

First Meeting Of 2010
WilSON
FUNERAl HOME

mcnt of a radio station's "Ask
Th e Govern or" segment when
Th e Pres id ent ca ll ed in pretendin g to be a ca ll er co mpl a iriing about North e rn
Virginia traffic .
The President shook off the
fake persona and expressed
his gratitude to his friend and
the man he was highly considering making his Vi ce
President saying,
"I just wanted to say how
proud we are of your service
as
governor
of
the
Commonwealth of Virginia .... "
I'm laughing 'right now at
Governor Kaine's, haha .
He looks so excited!

-~0
~

The only predominately
Black countyin Florida has
finally sworn it is first Black
and first female judge .
Gadsden County is welcoming
Attorney Kathy Garner
into her new position after the

retirement of Judge Stewart
E. Parsons.
Governor Charlie Crist
commemorated the historic
moment saying,
"With more than a decade
of experience as an investigator and .a ·child advocate, she
has demonstrated the appro-.
priate balance between compassion and justice needed by
ajudge."
Before her appointment,
Garner was a: child support
hearing officer and a sol~
practitioner with the Garner
Law Group since 2000.
Good for her.
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woman·Arrested For Planning .·
To '•Blow Awav'''Mjchelle Qbama'
A woman
in
Hawaii is
in federal
custody
after she
reportedly
told the
Secret
KRISTYLEE .
Service she
:ROSHIA
..
· would
' "blo~ away" ·First Lady
Michelle Obama.
According to NewsOne, 35year-olf:l. Kiisty Lee Roshia
was charged with threatening
a family member of the
President and assaulting a

federal agent after being
arrested less than two miles
from the Kailua home where
the Obama family planned to
: stay during a holiday visit
later this week.
An affidavit for the protection organization states that
the sick woman called them
repeatedly 'and said,
"I will kill Michelle
Obama" a'h d '"I will kill
marines."
·she also thr~atened
President Bush in 2004 say- ~
ing that while she wanted to G)
assassinate The President, she m
....
"didn't want to hurt him."
U1
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Mom Credits Deputv With Saving Familv In Fatal Shooting
A Hill s bo ro ugh Co un ty
She riff's d e put y s ho t a nd
kill ed an armed suspect during a domesti c dispute. The
s hoo tin g too k place shortl y
before 1 p.m., Ch ristmas Eve,
on U. S. 301 nea r Big Bend
Road.
Cpl. Mark Clark responded to a call from the Publix
Sup e rm a rk et at U. S. 301
and Big Bend Road in reference to a non-violent altercati on. Cpl. Clark met with
Ms. Aisha Warren, 30 ,
who a pparently fe lt threate n ed b y h e r li ve - i n
Richard
b oyfri e nd,
Darnell " Bo Peep "
Longstreet, Jr., who she
left in her car while she was
in th e s to r e. Cpl. Clark
talked to Ms. Warren about
her call, but could not act on
th e complaint becaus e she
had n ot be e n ph ysic a ll y
threatened at the time of the
interview.
According to sources, Ms.
Warren went to Publix to
pick up one of her children's
birthday cake. Longstreet
was furious because he felt
she would see the father of
her 4 children at the birthday celebration.
After speaking with the
deputy, Ms. Warren had
no choice but to go back to
her car. She then drove away

fr om th e s tore with two of
her th ree sons and da ughter,
a ges 2, 6 , a n d 12, a nd
Longstreet, 32, in the vehicle. On instin ct, Cpl. Clark
foll owe d th e 1995 Nissa n
Altima as it traveled down U.
S. 301.
Shortly aft er leaving th e
store, Warren pulled over to
th e sid e of th e r oa d aft e r
Longstreet opened the car
do or whil e it was moving.
Cpl. Clark put his lights on
and pulled over as well . He
asked Longstreet t o exit
th e vehicle.
At some point, Longstreet
we nt b ac k t o th e ve hicl e
wh e r e Ms. Warren was
seated behind th e st eering
wheel. Longstreet retrieved
an unidentified caliber handgun and att e mpt ed to ex it
th e ve hicl e . Th e g un wa s
under the passenger's seat.
At that point according to
th e report, "Ms. Warren
became involved in a strug. gle for her life and the life of
her 3 children in the ca r."
Seeing the commotion, Cpl.
Clark went back to the car,
told the 2 boys to run from
the car and then executed a
"Drive
Stun"
on
Longstreet'~ leg with his
taser while the suspect's gun
was pointed at Ms.
Warren. Both Cpl. Clark
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New Photos Released
on suspects In
Gas Station Shooting

ren and Fa milies res ponded
to th e sce ne a nd t oo k th e
chil dre n into cust ody. The
fa mily was later released.

RICHARD DARNELL
LONGST REET, JR.

and Ms. Warren continued
to st r ug gle t o ge t th e gun
away from Longstreet.
Longstreet repo rt edly
kicked the taser out of Cpl.
Clark's h a nd aft e r bein g
struck with it and continued
trying to get control of the
weapon. Fearing for the safety of everyone involved, Cpl.
Clark fired one round from
his service revolver, striking
Longstreet in the torso.
Longstreet died at the
scene.
Ms. Warren, who was
struck on the head with the
gun during the struggle,
credited Cpl. Clark wit.h
saving the lives of her and
her children following the
shooting. There· were no
other injuries.
The Department of Child-

Police Ask
For Help In
locating Man
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Prior Arrests
Longstreet , w ho was
born on December 29, 1976,
had a history of prior arrests
d a tin g b ac k t o Fe bru a ry
1996, when he was charged
with driving with a suspended li ce ns e . Oth e r ch a rg es
includ ed s evera l d r ug
cha rge s, felon y fl eein g to
elude, resisting arrest witho ut viole n ce a nd a n a ut o
theft charge. Judge Rex M.
Barbas
se nt e n ce d
Longstreet to 36 months in
th e Florida State Priso n in
June 2006 .

Domes tic Violence
Charge In April
Ac co r di n g
to
th e
Hill s bo r o ug h
Co unt y
S he r iff's Office a rr es t
reco rd s, M s . Warren filed
a do mes ti c viole nce co mplaint aga inst him in April.
On Ap ril 16, 20 0 9 ,
Longstreet was a rres t ed
a nd c h a r ge d with fe lo ny
aggrava ted battery, aggravated st alkin g, r et ali a ti o n
against a witness, and throw- ing or shooting into an occupied dwelling. After spend in g 72 d ays in th e
Hillsbo rough Co unty J a il ,
Longstreet pos t ed a
$16,000 bond . He was sentenced to three yea rs probation.

Teena_
uer Sentenced To
21 Years For 2008 Rape
PINELLAS COUNTY Jose Walle, 15, was one of
three men accused in a
string of attacks through the
Tampa Bay area in the summerof2oo8.
Convicted of rape, Walle
was sentenced last week to
27 years in prison. ·
Walle and two others are
also facing charges in connection with a robbery and
rape in St. Petersburg.
Investigators said the trio
also attacked women in
Gibsonton and Apollo
Beach.
Investigators said while
Walle himself did not commit any of the tapes, he
helped make the crimes happen. In one case, he reportedly pointed a g n at a duct-

JOSE WALLE

taped kitchen worker while ·
one of the other suspects,
Rigoberto Martinez,
raped another employee on
the kitchen floor.
Walle, Martinez, and
Vicente Ejias ReyesCarbajal, still face charges
in Hillsborough County.
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This is a surveillance photo of one of two suspects being
sought in the shooting of a clerk during a robbery attempt.

·Tampa Police have
released new surveillance
photos of two men being
sought for shooting a clerk at
a gas station.
On December 19th, a man
entered the Marathon Gas
Station, 2605 North soth
Street, and asked the clerk to
assist him with purchasing
coffee. As the clerk helped
the man, a second man
entered the store crouching
and moving tow~rds the
CD clerk.
~
. Tampa Police said the secCJ ond man pointed a handgun
at the clerk and demanded

£f

moriey. The clerk refused,
and the armed suspect fired
one sot, striking the clerk in
the shoulder. He tried to fire
a second shot, but the gun
malfunctioned. Both men
fled on foot.
Surveilla·nce cameras
inside the store captured one
of the suspects and show
him wearing a green Ecko
shirt with Rhino logo. The
second suspect had his lower
face covered with a blue and
white bandana, and surveillance photos show him fleeing after the clerk was shot.

MARIO BROOKS

Crime Stoppers is offering
a reward of up to $1,000 for
information that leads to the
arrest of 20-year-old Mario
Donelle Brooks.
Brooks is wanted by
Plant City Police and U.S.
Marshals on charges of ·
armed robbery, aggravated
assault, aggravated assault
·· with a firearm, l?Ossession of
cocaine, possession of marijuana, and possession of
drug paraphernalia.
Anyone with information ·
regarding the whereab~outs
of Brooks is asked to call
Crime Stoppers at 1-800873-8477·

221•1800

1467 TIIDPa Plrll Plaza
@ Nebraska Ava. & scott St.
ir.e h r·ns cf a JJ1',1errs J!11mpor.an: d;:1s o~ :Mt s n c~.c net b~ bJs.:d wei•; unon "even scme~:s
Befou; ','OU ctc::ce :~sk ;.S to send ICU ;REE wntte· -~'o'm~!IOn lOO"t qul ,fc3:rons JO(I e~per : ence'
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Notice of Public Hearing

L1 ce nsed Ins ura nce Agent

A public hearing will be held by the Zoning Hearing Master. pursu ant to Hill sborough Co unty Ordin ance 92-05 . beginning at 6:00 p.m.,
January 19, 2010, at the Board Room , 2nd Floor of the County Center. 60 1 E. Kenn edy Blvd . Tampa . to hear th e following requ est s
Copies of the appl ications , department reports and legal descriptions are available for public inspection in a master fil e ma intain ed by the
Planning and Growth Management Department, the Board of County Co mmissioners and the Clerk of the Board of County Commi ssioners.
All interested persons wishing to submit testimony or other evidence in this matter must submit same to the Hearing Master at the public
hearing before him/her. The recommendation of the Zoning Hearing Master will be filed with the Clerk within fift een ( 15) working days after
the conclusion of the public hearing .
The review of the Zoning Hearing Master's recommendation by the Board of County Commissioners of Hill sborough County shall be
restricted to the record as defined in Hillsborough County Ordinance 92-05 , unless additional evidence and/or oral argument is permitted
pursuant to the terms of the ordinance.
ANY PERSON WHO MIGHT WISH TO APPEAL ANY DECISION OR RECOMMENDATION MADE BY THE ZONING HEARING
MASTER OR THE GOVERNING BODY REGARDING ANY MATTER CONSIDERED AT THE FORTHCOMING PUBLIC HEARING OR
MEETING IS HEREBY ADVISED THAT THEY WILL NEED A RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND FOR SUCH PURPOSE , THE Y MAY
NEED TO ENSURE THAT .A VERBATIM RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE AS IT WILL INCLUDE THE TESTIMON Y AND
EVIDENCE UPON WHICH SUCH APPEAL IS TO BE BASED.
Additional information concern ing these requests may be obtained by calling the Department of Planning and Growth Management at
(813) 276-2006.
SPECIAL USE REQUESTS
Petition SU 10-0148-BR (AB), filed on 11/19/2009 by Outback Steakhouse of Florida , LLC, represented by D2 Law Group PL . of 3239
Henderson Blvd . 2nd Floor, Tampa , FL 33609, ph 81 3-8 76-3200 , requesting an Alcohol ic Beverage Perm it 4-CO P-RX, Beer, wine & liquor
for sale and consumption on the licensed premises only in connecti on with a restaurant. The property is 2,264 sq ft ± and is presently zoned
PD (84-396) . It is located in all or parts of Section 21 Township 29 Range 20 or 2020 W Brandon Blvd .
Petition SU 10-0161-NWH (AB), filed on 11/24/2009 by The Vi ll age Market of Westchase , Inc , represented by Robert Wi ck ner, of 20
Cherrywood Ct, Palm Harbor, FL 34685, ph 813-505-0050, requesting an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 2-APS , Beer and wine to be sold in
sealed containers only for consumption off the licensed premises (package sales). The property is 1,060.4 sq ft ± and is presently zoned
PD (92-1 06). It is located in all or parts of Section 15 Township 28 Range 17 or 1011 0 Montague St.
Petition SU 10-0163-LU (AB), filed on 11/24/2009 by Carlos Yepes , represented by Richard J Matassa , of 12529 Spring Hill Dr, Spring Hill ,
FL 34609, ph 352-683-9566 , requesting an Alcoholic Beverage Permit 3-PS , Beer, wine and liquor to be sold in sea led containers only for
consumption off the licensed premises (package sales) . The property is 13,600 sq ft ± and is presently zoned PD (05-255) It is located in
all or parts of Section 12 Township 27 Range 18 or 18501 N. U.S. Hwy 41 .
Petition SU 10-0165-CW (CT} , filed on 11 /25/2009 by Collier Enterprises II LLC, repres ented by Jim Porter, of401 E Jackson St., Ste 2700,
Tampa, FL 33602, ph 813-222-6620 , requesting a Special Use Permit for a Communication Tower . The property is 13.46 ac ± and is
presently zoned PD (75-0059) . It is located in all or parts of Section 17 Township 28 Range 18 or 10707 Nixon Rd . (Cannella
Bementary School)
REZONING REQUESTS
Petition RZ 09-0934-NWH, filed on 7/21/2009 by Janet McPherson, of 13020 State Street, Tampa, FL 33635, ph 813-855-5871 , requesting
a zone change from AR to PD . The property is 8.16 ac ± and is located in all or parts of Section 19 & 30 Township 28 Range 17 or SEcor
of State St. & Race Track Rd .

(CSR ) Des1red

Petition RZ 09-0941-WM, filed on 7/21/2009 by Fred LPippin, represented by Darrell Copeland , of 111 Flamingo Dr., Apollo Beach, Fl.
33572, ph 813-645-3098, requesting a zone change from ASC-1 to RSC-4 (MH) . The property is 6.97 ac ± and is located in all or parts of
Section 9 & 16 Township 32 Range 20 or NW cor of South Lake & Hillsborough St.
Petition RZ 10-0069-BR, filed on 10/22/2009 by RRGG LLC, represented by Molloy & James, of 325 S. Blvd ., Tampa , FL 33606 , ph
813-254-7157, requesting a zone change from AS-1 & RSC-2 to PD . The property is 11 .72 ac ±and is located in all or parts of Section 4
Township 30 Range 20 orNE cor of Watson Rd . & Bloomingdale Ave .
Petition RZ 10-0083-PR, filed on 10/26/2009 by Dolores & Jesse Urra, of 12822 Lake Vista Dr., Gibsonton, FL 33534 , ph 813-767-3421,
requesting a zone change from CN & ASC-1 to C I. The property is 3.11 ac ± and is located in all or parts of Section 35 Township 29 Range
19 or SE cor of S. 7oth St. & Causeway Blvd.
Petition RZ 10-0115-CW, filed on 11/16/2009 by Alvaro Rodriguez, of 12819 Pacifica Pl., Tampa, FL 33625, ph 813-389-8082, requesting a
zone change from AS-1 to RSC-9 . The property is 1.71 ac ± and is located in all or parts of Section 13 Township 28 Range 17 or W/S of
Henderson Rd ., 700' N/0 Mushinski R.d .
Petition RZ 10-0143-TNC, fi!ed on 11/18/2009 by Vincent A. Marchetti , of 100 N. Tampa St. #2700, Tampa, FL 33B02 ; ph 813-229-2300,
requesting a zone change from AI & M to Cl. The 'property is 15.37 ac ± and is located in all or parts of Section 30 Township 28 Range 18
or SW cor of W. Waters Ave . & Benjamin Rd .

a

Petition RZ 10-0145-EGL, filed on 12/3/2009 by Judith L James, of 325 S Boulevard, Tampa , FL 33606, ph 813-254-7157, requesting
zone change from M to CL The
property is 4.69:ac ± and is located in all or parts of Section 24 Township 28 Range 17 & Section
19 Township 28 Range 18 or SW cor of W Linebaugh Ave. & Henderson Rd.

MAJOR MODIFICATION REQUESTS
Petition MM 10-0061-LU, filed on 10/21/2009 by Lutz 6, LLC, represented by Ty Maxey, of 4343 Anchor Plaza Pkwy #220 , Tampa , FL
33634, ph 813-889-8100, requesting a major modification to amend the existing uses to add lawnmower service/repair and the sales of
landscape materials as well as permit BPO uses. The property is 2.5 ac ±and is presently zoned PD-C (M) (80-41) . It is located in all or
parts of Section 10 Township 27 Range 18 or E/S of N. Dale Mabry Hwy, 1/4 mi SW of Geraci Rd . (18711 N. Dale Mabry Hwy).
Petition MM 10-0067-BR, filed on 10/22/2009 by Southern Technical College , represented by Molloy & James, of 325 S. Boulevard, Tampa ,
FL 33606, eh 813-254-7157, requesting a major modification toadd the use of a business school as an allowable use. The property is 2.63
ac ± and is presently zoned PD (04-1328) . It is located in all or parts of Section 02 Township 30 Range 20 or N/S of E. BloomiRgdale Ave .,
900' E/0 Bryan Rd .
Petition MM 10-0068-BR, filed on 10/22/2009 by Classic Southern Homes, LLC , represented by Molloy & James, of 325 S. Boulevard,
Tampa, FL 33606, ph 813-254-7157, requesting a major modification to add a private school and interim agricultural uses as a development
option. The property is 9.13 ac ± and is presently zoned PD (05-0968) . It is located in all or parts of Section 24 Township 29 Range 20 or
N/S of Valrico Lake Rd ., 50' W/0 Mt. Carmel Rd.
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(813) 310-8608
For Details
Looking For
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Make Up To
$1,000 0.0 A Week
Commission Based Only

Call V & V Now
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5 Bedrooms/3 Baths
Bank Foreclosure !
$32,9001
Only $405 .00/Monthlyl
5% Down 15 Years
At 8 %
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Remodeled Home
Stainless Steel
Appliances
For Only $69 ,900 .00
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Call V & V Now
(813) 259-4663
www.myfinancialconnections.com

HUD Homes!
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3 Bedroom/2 Bath
$199 .00/Monthlyt

4 Bedroom Only
$215 .00/Monthly'
5% Down 15 Years

@8%
Listings 800-366-9783
Ext 5490

FOR ALL YOUR
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING NEEDS
CALLLaVORA

@ (813) 248-1921
Email:
ledwards@flsentinel .com
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 13th
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
CIVIL DIVISION

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 13th
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
CIVIL DIVISION

Case No.: 09-CA-18564

Case No.: 2009-13475

U.S. -BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, as
-Trustee for Terwin Mortgage Trust 2005-12ALT,
Asset-Backed Certificates, eries 2005-12ALT,
without recourse
(Plaintiff)
vs.
ISTVAN MARTON and all unknown parties claiming by, through ,
under and against the above named Defendant who are unknown
to be dead or alive whether said unknown are persons, heirs,
devisees, grantees, or other claimants; UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
ISTVAN MARTON; BEDII S. OKAY; UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF
BEDDII S. OKAY; TENANT 1/UNKNOWN TENANT; and
TENANT II/UNKNOWN TENANT, in possession
of the subject real property.
(Defendants)

FCDB LBPL 2008-1 TRUST
(Plaintiff)
vs.
NORMA FERNANDEZ and all unknown parties claiming by,
through, under and against the above named Defendant who are
unknown k>•be dead,or ·alive·_whether said unknown are persons,
heirs, devisee&, grantees, ~r other'claimants; UNKNOWN SPOUSE
'-1 '
OF NORMA FERNANDEZ; LEGACY AT TAMPA CONDOMINIUM
ASSOCIATION, INC.; INFOSUR TRADERS CORP., D/B/A
INFOSUR TRAPES_IN_C., INSTAR SERVICES GROUP L.P.;
TENANT !"/UNKNOWN TENANT; and
,TENANT II/UNKNOWN TENANT, in possession
of the subject real property.
(Defendants)
NOTICE OF SALE

Notice is hereby given pursuant to the final judgmenUorder
entered in the above noted case, that I wjll sell the following
property situated in Hillsborough County, Florida described as:
THE SOUTH 135 FEET OF THE WEST 118 FEET
OF THE EAST Y:z OF THE NORTHWEST Y. OF THE
. SOUTHEAST Y. OF SECTION 6, TOWNSHIP 29
SOUTH, RANGE -20 EAST, LESS THE SOUTH 25
FEET THEREOF FOR ROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY, OF
THE PUBLIC RECORDS OF HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA.

Notice is hereby given pursuant to the final judgment/order
entered in the above noted case, that I will sell the following
property situated in Hillsborough County, Florida described as:
UNIT 1608, BUILDING 16 LEGACY AT
TAMPA, A CONDOMINIUM ACCORDING TO THE
DECLARATION OF CONDOMINIUM RECORDED IN
OFFICIAL RECORDS BOOK 17773 PAGES 1053-1268
[AND] ALL EXHIBITS AND AMENDMENT THEREOF,
PUBLIC RECORDS OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY,
FLORIDA, TOGETHER WITH AN UNDIVIDED
OF
THE COMMON ELEMENTS
INTEREST
APPURTENANT THERETO
at public sale, to the highest and best bidder for cash, at
2:00 P.M. on 2nd Floor, Rooms 201/202 in the George E.
Edgecomb Courthouse, at 800 E. Twiggs Street, Tampa, Florida
33602 on January 14. 2010. The highest bidder shall immediately
post with the Clerk, a deposit equal to five percent (5%) of the final
bid. The deposit must be cash or cashier's check payable ·to the
Clerk of the Court. Final payment must be made by 12:00P.M. the
next business day.
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ANY PERSON CLAIMING AN INTEREST IN THE SURPLUS
FROM THE SALE, IF ANY, OTHER THAN THE PROPERTY
OWNER AS OF THE DATE OF THE LIS PENDENS MUST FILE A
CLAIM WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER THE SALE.
NOTICE TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES. IF YOU
ARE A PERSON WITH A DISABILITY WHO NEEDS ANY
ACCOMMODATION IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN
THIS PROCEEDING, YOU ARE ENTITLED, AT NO COST TO
YOU, TO THE PROVISION OF CERTAIN ASSISTANCE.
PLEASE CONTACT THE CLERK'S ADA COORDINATOR,
601 E. KENNEDY BLVD., TAMPA, FLORIDA, (813) 276-8100
EXTENSION 4205, WITHIN 2 WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO THE
DATE THE SERVICE IS NEEDED; IF YOU ARE HEARING OR
VOICE IMPAIRED, E:ALL 711.
bated this ~th day'of December, 2009:

Security Alarm
Fenced Yard
$55,000 OBO

Call After 6:00 p.m.
(813) 672-9155
(813) 368-2409

Temple Terrace
8705 Mandarine Place
3 Bedroom/1 Bath

CONDOMI~IUM

::1
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Double Parking
Kitchen Appliances Included

NOTICE OF SALE

ffi

-

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Carport, CHA

at public sale, to the highest and best bidder for cash, at
2:00 P.M. on 2nd Floor, Rooms 201/202 in the George E.
:::::>
Edgecomb Courthouse, at 800 E. Twiggs Street, Tampa, Florida,
D.
33602 , on January 11. 2010 . The highest bidder shall
_~ _ _immediately post with the Clerk, a deposit equal to five percent
w (5%) of the final bid. The deposit must be cash or cashier's check
payable to the Clerk of the Court. Final payment must be made by
12:00 P.M. the next business day.
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Starter Home

ANY PERSON CLAIMING AN INTEREST IN THE SURPLUS
FROM THE SALE, IF ANY, OTHER THAN THE PROPERTY
OWNER AS OF THE DATEOF THE LIS PENDENS MUST FILE A
CLAIM WITHIN 60 DAYS AFTER THE SALE.
NOTICE TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES .. IF YOU
ARE A PERSON WITH A DISABILITY WHO NEEDS ANY
ACCOMMODATION IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS
PROCEEDING, YOU ARE ENTITLED, AT NO COST TO YOU,
TO THE PROVISION OF CERTAIN ASSISTANCE. PLEASE
CONTACT THE CLERK'S ADA COORDINATOR, 601 E.
KE~NEDY BLVD., TAMPA, FLORIDA, (813) 276-8100
EXTENSION 4205, WITHIN 2 WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO THE
DATE THE SERVICE IS NEEDED; IF YOU ARE HEARING OR
VOICE IMPAIRED, CALL 711.
Dated this 14th day of December. 2009.

$850.00/Monthly
$400.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome
No Pets

Mike (813) 244-0658
For Rent Houses
Apartments And Rooms
From $550.00 And Up
Section 8 Welcomed
City Wide

Call Pat Today
(813) 985-1619
(813) 988-1421
USF Area Townhouse
Section 8 Accepted
2 Bedroom/2% Bath
Includes: Washer, Dryer
Dishwasher, Disposal,
Water
$800.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit

(813) 417-3455
2417 E. North Bay Street
2/1 - $550.00

3919 E. Genesse Street
3/1 - $700.00

PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUiT'COURT

PAT-FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT

By: /s/ ANNE KACZMAREK
DEPUTY CLERK

By: /s/ LORI DAVIS-CROSS
DEPUTY CLERK

1203 E. Seneca Street
1/1 -$450.00

1213 E. Chilkoot Street
2/1 - $550.00

6214 S. Grady Street
3/1 - $850.00

Contact LaVora@ (813) 248-1921
To Publish Your Classified
Or Legal Advertisement _In The Florida Sentinel Bulletin
Email: ledwards@flsentil]el.com
Or Fax 24/7 To: (813) 248-9218

6313 lnterbay Boulevard

1/1 - $550.00
Call Today! 508-7848

Happy New Yur From
The Florida Sentinel
Advertising Staff
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IN THE CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLOR IDA

USF Area
Section 8 Special

$20 5 OO/Monthly

Case No.: 08 -CA-01 0204

2 Townhouses

5% Down

DIVISION F

2 Bedrooms/1~ Bath

15 Yrs @ 8% APR

Central HeaUAi r." WDH

For Listings
800-366-9783
Ext R592

BIOTERRA CORPORATION
(Plaintiff)

$7 50 GO/Monthly Each

vs.

Call (813) 968-1168

ADVANTEGARD HOLDINGS, LLC AND
ADVANTEGARD SOUTH, INC .,
(Defendants)

Sulphur Springs Area
1500 East Humphrey ~t.

CLERK'S NOTICE OF SALE UNDER F.S. CHAPTER 45
NOTICE IS GIVEN that , in accordance with the Summary Final
Judgment of Foreclosure dated 29 MAY, 2009, in the above-styled
cause, I will sell to the highest and bes t bidder for cash, · at
the 2nd FLOOR OF THE GEORGE E. EDGECOMB BUILDING ,
ROOMS 201/202 , 800 E. TWIGGS STREET, TAMPA, FLORIDA at
2:00P.M. on January 20, 2010 , the following described property:

Spacious
2 Bedroom/1 .5 Bath
Townhouse
$620 .00/Monthly
$1 Deposit

1

Foreclosure s'

Several Homes
Available For Rent
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Investors Choice Realty

N
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727-580-9184

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
Central Heat And Air
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Carport
$750 .00/ Monthly
$500 .GO/Deposit

::::0

2 - 5 Bedrooms
Starting At $595 00/Month ly

CD

Super Nice
Sulphur Springs
Pool Home
4/2 - For Rent
Or Rent To Own
Section 8 Welcome
$1 ,300 .00/Monthly

Call (813) 877-9192
Or (813) 877-3406

Call (813) 220-8658

Application Fee Waived
The part of the South Y, lying North of Dug Creek Saffold
'
'
Road in Section 28, Township 32 South, Range 20 East;
Hillsborough County, LESS the west 2490.06 feet thereof
and LESS the following described parcel:
Commence at the Northeast Corner of the South Y, of
Section 28, Township 32 South , . Range 20 East;
thence run West 50.01 feet to the Westerly right of
way line of County Road 579; thence run Southerly
along the Westerly right of way line a distance of
1383.38 feet to a point on the Northerly right of way
line of Dug Creek Saffold Road ; thence run South 65
degrees 3 minutes and 24 seconds West along said
right of way , a distance of 290.00 feet for a Point of
Beginning ; thence continue South 65 degrees 3 minutes
24 seconds West a distance of 2000 feet; thence run
North 24 degrees 56 minutes 36 seconds West, a
distance of 871.2 feet; thence run North 65 degrees
, 3 minutes 24 ~econd~ East, a distance of 2000 feet ;
Thence run south 24 degrees 58 minutes 00 seconds
East, a .distance of 871 .2 feet to ttie Point of Beginning .
ANY PERSON CLAIMING AN INTEREST IN THE SURPLUS
FROM THE SALE, IF ANY, OTHER THAN THE PROPERTY
OWNER AS OF THE DATE OF THE LIS PENDENS MUST FILE A
CLAIM WiTHIN 60 DAYS AFTER THE SALE.

Section 8 And
Vouchers Welcomedl
Call Today
For More Information
813-740-0384

NOTICE TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES. IF YOU
ARE A PERSON WITH A DISABILITY WHO NEEDS ANY
ACCOMMODATION IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS
PROCEEDING, YOU ARE ENTITLED, AT NO COST TO YOU,
TO THE PROVISION OF CERTAIN ASSISTANCE. PLEASE
CONTACT THE CLERK'S ADA COORDINATOR, 601 E.
KENNEDY BLVD., TAMPA, FLORIDA, (813) 276-8100
EXTENSION 4205, WITHIN 2 WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO THE
DATE THE SERVICE IS NEEDED; IF YOU ARE HEARING OR
VOICE IMPAIRED, CALL 711.
Dated this 16th day of December. 2009.
PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT

By: /s/ LORI DAVIS-CROSS

Mon~ay

- December 28th

Wednesday

December 30th

First Month Free
As Low As A
$500 00 Deposit
Section 8 Welcomed 1
Call V & V Now
(813) 259-4663

West Tampa

Nice 3-Bedroomsl

$525 .00/Monthly

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

1 - 5 Bedrooms

Remodeled , Fenced Yard

Available!

Inside Laundry , CHA ,

Call 813-221-4457
House For Rent
3 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths
New Appliances
Section 8 Welcome
Call (813)_4 04-8622
Or (813) 965-3637
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
Central Heat And Air
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Carport
$750 .00/ Monthly
$500.GO/Deposit
Call (813) 877-9192
Or (813) 877-3406

Large Concrete Block Home
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
$1180.00/Monthly
Plus $500.00 Deposit
CHA, Refrigerator, Range
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up ·
Section 8 Welcome
Call JefUs Property
Management
1-813-293-2677
Or 1-813-932-681.1
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Starting@

Grant Park

The Florida Sentinel Bulletin
Will Be Published

4 Bedroom
$215 .00/Monthly
5% Down 15 Years@ 8%

3 Bedroom Homes

www.myfinanci alconnections .com

WE RENT HOMES

DEPUTY CLERK

HOLIDAY SCHEDULE:

3 Bedroom/2 Bath
$199 00/Monthly

Listings 1-800-366-9783
Extension 5649

New Paint, New Carpet

-

Ybor City

HUD Homes!

Tile Floors Throughout
Section 8 Welcome
$750 .00/Rent

Owner Looking For

z

Good Families!

""0

Nice 3-Bedroom Homes
Recently Reduced Rentsl
Section 8/Credit Problems
The Holidays!
These Won 't Last ..

2109 East 23rd Avenue
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home

www.jimrents.com
Or Call 813/353-0220
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$850.00/Deposit l':egotiable
"Available Immediately"
Studio Apartment
Utilities Included
Section 8
Age 62+ EHO
Belmont Heights
/
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$850.00/Monthly

Large Concrete Block
Home.: 4 Bedroom/2 Bath
$1340.00/Month ly .
Plus $500 Deposit
CHA, Refrigerator, Range
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up
Section 8 Welcome
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Carport, Fenced Yard

Or (727) 320-7310
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CHA, Washer Hook-up

Contact Janda
(813) 239-0600
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Okl Move In Before

(813) 610-8256

rr-

Call (813) 870-1830 Ext. 22
(TTY) 1-800-955-8771

PMA Apartments

Call Jeflls Property
Management
1-813-293-2677
Or 1-813-932-6811

1-2-3 Bedroom
Apartments
WID Hook-up
0 Deposit
No Application Fee
Section 8 Welcome

View Our Website @
WWYi.ftsentinel.com

Call-813-977-8492
813-915-9787
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1 Bedroom
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Or 1 Bedroom
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Studio Apartment

w

Cable Included
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Section 8 Receive A

Very Spacious

Section 8 Tenants

$250.00 VISA Gift Card

2 Bedroom/2 Bath

0 Security Deposit

Upon Move-In

$625.00/Monthly
WDH, AJC

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments

New Tile/Carpet

Starting At $450.00

Security On Site

AJC, Lights And

1-

Call (813) 236-2395

Tile Floors, Walk In Closet
Close-Out Special"

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Balcony, WDH, CHA

Call 813-975-0258

$600.00/Monthly
Section 8 Welcome

Available Immediately"
1 Bedroom Apartment ·

Call (813) 664-0101

Utilities Included
$579.00 Per Month

Deposit Starts@ $250 .00

Age 62+ EHO

Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Near Everything

Call (813) 298-2499

Ask About Our 2 Bedroom

Palm River Area

Central HeaUAir

3405 B 34th Street
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
Security Bars
Very Nice
$300.00/Deposit
$650.00/Rent
Water Included

Call (813) 546-7782

(813) 391-7046

Temple.Terrace ... ...

2Bad;r~/1 , B~tt/ .. :
Apartment
$500:00 A Month ·"'
Call V & V Now
'( 813) 259-4663
www.myfinancialconnections.com

3 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex
WDH, CHA, New Paint
Tile Floors, New Carpet
$800 .00/Monthly
Includes Utilities

For Rent

$500.00/Deposit

Rooms/Apartments
1 Week Free

Call (813) 789-3879
In Quiet Building

$215.00/Monthly!
4 Bedroom/ 3 Bath
HUD Homes!
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5% Down15 Years

800-366-9783
Ext 5492
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Temple Terrace Area
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BAD CREDIT?

(TTY) 1-800-955-8771

For Listings
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Ext. 22

@8%APR

Busch Gardens
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Busch Gardens Area

.
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Call (813) 870-1830

No Problem!!

(5)

$650.00/Month

Call Henry
(813) 727-0151

l>';:~.wtJ!j ;~

Newly Renovated

$300. 00/Deposit

Or Larry (813) 382-6055

Large 1% Bedroom/1 Bath

Section 8 Accepted

TAMPA PARK
APARTMENTS
"A Great Place
To Call Home"

Newly Remodeled
$575 .00- $620.00/Monthly

New Tile Floors
New Appliances

3 Bedroom

51 0-366-4600

Follow Us On
Twitter.com/FLSENTINELB

Come In And Place An

...J
...J

Section 8 Accepted

Application Today!

m

2/1 Apartment

Open Saturday

Accepting 2 & 3 Bedroom·

...J

WDH, CHA

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m .

Vouchers

::::>

New Carpet, Tile

TAKING APPLICATIONS ONLYI

$650.00/Monthly

Also

CJ)

Includes Water

w
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Plus Deposit
(813) 417-3455
Apartment On Sale
$100.00 Moves You In
With Excellent Rental
History
1st Months Rent Free
& $500.00/Monthly
Sale Price
· During Next 4 Months
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment, Central AJC
Central Alarm System
21 02A Beach Street
Rent After Sale Period Is
$575.00/Monthly
Call (813) 238-6353

Looking To Locate Or

Large 3/1 CHA, WDH

(813) 789-3879
Sulphur Springs

Have The Space You

Section 8 Welcome
3 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

Tampa Park
Apartment, Inc.
1417 Tampa Park Plaza
Tampa, Florida 33605

Central AJC
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
$800.00/Monthly
Deposit Negotiable
Phone (813) 728-7510

Telephone
(813) 229-1845
Telecommunications
Relay Inc.
TTY 1-800-955-8771
Voice. 1-800-955-8770
Spanish 1-877-955-8773

Section 8 Special .
Low Deposit
2 Bedroom Duplex
Fenced Yard
Burglar Bars, Central AJC
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
(813) 486-2639
(813) 503-0493

0
N

w

Small Room
$115. 00/Weekly

And Check Us Out
Facebook or·Visit
Our Website@
·www. flsentinel.com

$470.00/Monthly
Cable And AJC · ·
813-431-1310

Sentinel Bulletin
AVAILABLE.AT THESE LOCATIONS

New Paint - Quiet Area

Re-Locate Your Business,
Give Us A Call- We May
Need.

Large Room
$125.00/Weekly

Very Low Deposit!

Section 8 Only
0 Deposit
2 Free Months

w

2709 17th Street North

$500.00/Monthly

Water & Trash Included!!!!

USF Area

z
i=
z

Ron (813) 920-1085
(813) 690-6664

$599.00/Monthly

2 BedroomAnd
Apartments
Section 8 Available

3/1, CHA, WID Hook-up

New Ceiling Fans

813-244-4551

Section 8 Welcome

z

i=
w

No Drugs Allowed
Visit: 2913 N. 15th Street

FREE APPLICATION!!

Nice 2 Bedroom/1 Bath

+Deposit
Includes Water

DUPLEX
1504 E. 138th Ave.

~ ~~---------HAP--·PY--H•O•IJD--•A•Y~S~FR~O~M~THE~~FUO~~RID;;A~SEN!YNEL~~;;~B~U;l;J.;F:;IIN~S~T~~~--------.1~
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Shell Gas

(Tampa. Brandon &Seffner)

(Bruce B. Downs BlvdJSkipper Rd.)

11720 Dr. MLK Jr. Blvd. (S)
949 E. Bloomingdale Ave. (B)
2701 E. Fletcher Ave. (T)
11110 Causeway Blvd. (B) ·
12808 E. Brandon Blvd. (B)
1601 W. Kennedy Blvd. (T)
8885 N. Florida Ave. (T)

Sweet Bay
(Bruce B. Downs BlvdJHighland f>kwy .

: :::. P¥iPrn9§ .

(Brandon, Seffner, Riverview & Valrico)

5909 U. S. Highway 30_1 S (R)
625 W. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (n
2502 W. Hillsborough Ave. (T)
5502 E. Fowler Ave. (T)
4001 E. Busch Blvd. (T)
2911 E. Fowler Ave. (T)
715 Brandon Blvd .. (B)
715 W. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (S)
2725 N. MacDill Ave. (T)
611 S. Howard Ave. (T)

§Wg~~~9$#P:gd!lM!k~

(Brandon Seffner, Riverview & Valrico)

6929 U. S. Highway 301 N. (R)
2535 W. Brandon Blvd. (V)
1101 E. Bloomingdale Blvd. (B)
1247 Kingsway Blvd. (S)
11230 E. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (S)
205 E. Alexander St., Plant City
597 S. Wheeler St., Plant City

Coin Box Locations
HARTLine Terminal
(University Area) - Livingston Ave.
HARTLine Terminal
"(East Lake Area)- 56 111 Street
Orient Jail, Orient Road
Falkenburg Jail, Faulkenburg Rd.
24 Hour. Laundromat, MLK/Fiorida
VA Hospital, 56111. St./131•1 Ave.
River Pines Apts., 40111 Street
Centro Place, 21•1 Ave./15111 St.
JL Young Apts., Nebraska/Bird St.
Epiphany Arms Apts., Hanna/22nd
Univ. Comm. Hosp., 30111/Fietcher
St. Joseph Hosp., MLK/Habana
Tampa Gen. Hosp., by McDonalds

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~
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Availab le Room For Rent
In Ybo r Heights At:

Rooms For Rent

$500! Police Impounds !

Sing le Ind ivi du als Preferred

Honda's. Chevy 's

1000 East 26th Avenue

$12 5.00/Weekly

Acura 's Toyota 's. Etc .

Please Call
(813) 494-3343

Call (813) 784-0508
For More Information

Fro m $500 1

Large Rooms For Rent
West Tampa Area

Seffner Area
Country Setting

Must Have Rel iable

$100.00 Move In

Source Of Income

$ 100 .00/Weekly

Util ities Included
$1 00 .00/Weekly

For Listings
Call 800-366-9813
Ext 3695

Furnished Rooms
Clean Rooms

Foreclosures . Evictions

From $120.00/Weekly

Utilities Included

Or $475.00/Monthly

Kitchen, Phone, Food

$1 00.00/Deposit

Transportation Available

Bunk Beds

$150 .00

& Heating Service

Call (813) 842-7902

.SSI, Fixed Income

We Got Answers ll

(813) 325-6499

Cars From .$29.00/Monthly!

en

(813) 234-6325
(813) 310-8608
We Offer Tax Services

c
m
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Angel Ferguson's
Word Processing

No Hidden -CHARGES!
Also Available
Mobile Car Washing
And Pressure Washing

A Time To Share, To
Appreciate And Welcome
The Holiday Seasonl
Contact Us Today
For Your Customized
Greeting Cards
@ 813/230-7134

$120.00/Weekly
.Private Entrance
(813) 478-1286

Paternity Test
We Come To You!
Results In 3 Days

Police Impounds

Legal Or Personal Testing
Payment Plans

For Listings

24-Hour Service

Call 800-366-9813

Monday - Saturday

Ext K456
DLM-DNA

All Utilities Paid

Testing Services

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
BULLETIN
ADVERTISERS

r
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Speak With A Licensed
Agent To Get
Instant Coverage
Get Licensed Reinstated
As Low As $119 .00
Tag Or Sticker
As Low As $58 .99
We Also Offer SR22 And
FR44 And Title Service

36 Months @ 8.5% APR

-Next To Bus Lines

m

ONLY - $24 .95

angelfergusonswordprocess1ng com

DNA Testing
$0 Down!

Qu iet Neighborhood

INSURANC

en
m
z
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Low Down Paymentl

LIC #CAC 1814465

No Deposit

0

1 -3 Rooms

Call (813) 620-1866

Includes Cable TV

::u

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning

WNW

WID , Cable

nbcpa 1nmanagementof1 ampa com

"T1

r
0

3503 E. Hillsborough Ave .

Various Locations

Furnished , CHA

WNW

Auto Insurance Plus

Big Rooms For Rent

Busch Gardens Area
Plant City - Fair Grounds

Suite 865
Tampa , FL 33617
(813) 914-7246

)> .

On All Makes And Models

' $365.00/Monthly

CS)

NBC Pain Management
Of Tampa
7402 North 56th Street

Got Legal Questions??

Call V & V Now
(813) 259-4663
www.myfinaneialeonnections.com

(813) 325-4330
"LOOK" Holiday Special

IV
0
0

L ie #CRC13 28755

And Much Morel

Call (813) 310-0991

On Bus Line

Complete Air Conditioning

Rem odelmg Roofs .
Drywalls. Pa inti ng.
Haul ing. Cleanu ps .
Land scap ing Sod di ng .
Trees . Sprinklers Etc.
Res id entia l & Commercial

Identity Theft.

$ 110.00 & Up

(813) 505-5400

. Available Immediately

Call Rufus
Electric Contracting
(813) 348-6148

$ 75 .00

A/C , W/D , Cable

Includes Utilities/Cable

Serv ice Upgrades

Cred it Issues

And Cable

RUDY'S REPAIR
SERVICE

Lights . Outl ets

$ 65 .00

King

Plus Security

Receptacles

Full

$115 .00/Weekly

$400 .00/Monthly

IV

STOP THE PAIN!

Includes All Utilities

Close To Transportation

Breaker Pane ls And

$ 60 .00

Queen

li.j I;1{·1: I.] ii[.]:I I: 'il

CD

m
;;o
CS)

Twin

$450 .00/Monthly

Sulphur Springs Area
Room For Rent

:!:

Beds

In Ybor City

813-245-1998

Da Brown's & Williams'
Enterprises
(813) 516-2008

Lie #ER1 3013733

Ms. Jackson
(813) 829-5353

Call (813) 850-4491

Residential And
Commercial Complete
Electrical Service

m
()
m

(813) 928-2753
Dlmservices91 @y ahoo.com

Now Servicing Nationwide
1-888-651-5777

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8 .00 - 1-20 WORDS AND 50¢
FOR EACH AODITIONAL WORD OVER 20
THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD
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View Our Website @ www.flsentinel.com
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REMODELIN

We Buy Junk

"We Do Best For Less"

Cars And Trucks
CALL J.R.
(813) 966-3501

MAC DADDY
Lawn Service
Hauling And Clean-Up

Junk Cars

Phone (813) 245-9761

Florida's Tru-Professional
1-800-514-2796 Toll Free

For Sale
Hair Salon Furniture

Sister Grace
1907 East Fletcher

(813) 516-2008 Office

Chairs, Dryers

Palm, Card Reader

Remodeling , Roofing

Nail Tables, Stations

Spiritual Cleansing

Painting, Clean-ups, Trees

And Much More

Landscaping, And Sodding
Residential/Commercial

We Buy Junk Cars
Trucks And Vans

Lie# CGC061605

Call (813) 263-2506
And Make An Offer

Nature, Advise On

Iii i! •.111 ;! I [.11f1 II

Special Readings $5.00

......

For Rent- Hyde Park
Small And Medium Size
Office Suites And Cubicles

Trucks And Vans
Or Unwanted Cars

$15_0.00- $650.00
Per Month
Water, Electric, Internet And
Janitorial Services Included

Top Dollar Paid
Free Towing
Call (813) 410-0061

Call V & V Now
I Buy Junk Cars
Up To $500.00 & Up

(813) 259- 4663
wwW.myfinancialconnections.com

Woodard Brothers
Residential Remodeling

Cash

I~

3 Days

Roofing, Drywall, Plumbing
Ceramic Tile, Sidewalks

Call Today!!!
1-888-443-DAYS
1-888-443-3297

Call Eli (813) 325-4643

Appliances And Metal

Sister Christine
Florida's Tru-Professional
(813) 516-2008 Office

I Buy Cars
In Any Condition
' Perfect -·Not So Perfect
. .. Title' :- No Title
No Problem - 'Any Shape!!
Top$$$
Call (813) 335-3794

Commercial Properties
And Primary Property, Etc.

Remodeling, Roofing

Helps All Problems
Evil, Reunites Lovers
Lucky Numbers
By Phone 1-512-586-3696
Or 1-888-884-2656

Trees, Landscaping
And ·sodding
Residential/Commercial

Call Nowlll
813-919-0838
813-526-6756

·Lie# CGC061605

Botanica 11th Heaven
Readings That Are
Honest And Firm .. .

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
Up to $1 ,500.00

<(
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Candles, Oils, Incense

For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not
We. Pick Up Any
Junk Metal/Appliances
For FREE!
7 Days A Week

Looking For A Property
Management Company??

(813) 695-2438

www.rriyfinancialconnections.com

We Have Great Rates
And Service
Call V & V Now
(813) 259-4663

Micros Short Hair

$65

Etc ... Sold Here

Micros Long Hair

$85

Sis Harvey (813) 286-7500

Kinky Twists

$65

Credit bards Accepted

Box Plaits

$40

vveaves

$45

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429
Safra's Natural Roots
Hair Salon

Follow Us On Twitter.com/FLSENTINELB
And Check Us Out Facebook

Specials:
Kinky Twist And Micros

$100.00
Sew-Ins- $85.00

Sell
your stuff.
.

/

813-248-1921
Th.e Florida Sentinel
.Bulletin .

$16.49 +Tax & Fees
If You Receive Free School
Lunch, Food Stamps,
Medicaid
Public Housing, SSI;
Section 8
(TANF), (LHEAP)

Removes Bad Luck
· Painting, Clean-ups

Investment Properties

Home Phone ONLY

Patios And Hauling

Lie #022650

We Take Over
Mortgage Payments

Phone (813) 506-9239

For Your House

Carpentry, Room Additions

Free Pick Up Of Old

Call Eric
(813) 458-5107

Love/Marriage
Health And Business .

Call (813) 784-8339
We Buy Junk Cars,

Removes Bad Luck,
Evil Spells, Restores Lost

Thursday - Sunday

15% Off All Regular Br_aids
With This Ad
Relaxer With Trim -$35.00
Wash -N- Set $20.00
Booth Rental Available
Open 7 Days ·
(813) 770-7039

Email Your Ad To:

Call 813-546-2692
. 813-222-0195
Across From McDonalds
@ MLK & Central
Get Collect Calls
On Your Cell _F:ahon.~ .....
Orient Road & Faulkenburg
Jail Only $2.25 Per Call

L---------,__. ,, .
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Angel Ferguson's
Word Processing
"Processing Words

JAMAICAN WEST INDIES
FATHER SAMUEL
Known Around The World
As The BEST! If I Can't
Help You, It Can't Be Done.
Specializing in Court Cases,
Jinx Removal From The
Body, Restores Health, .•
Happiness, Peace, Love
And Finances. Remember,
"With God All Things Are
Possible.

If You Truly Want To Be
Blessed Come
If You Are Feeling Down
And Depress~d Meet Me
At:
2121 West Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32804
Or Call Me At
(407) 841-2787

ledwards@flsent~el.com

FAX vouR ADS 24n TO: 813.248.9218

Is What We Do"
Business Cards, Brochures
Pamphlets, Invitations And
Customized Greeting Cards
www.angelfergusonswo)'dprocessing.com

Call (813) 230-7134

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS
. EMPLOYMENT
HOMES FOR SALE/RENT
APARTMENTS
DUPLEXES
ROOMS FOR RENT
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
LEASE OPTIONS ETC.
CONTACT LAVORA
@ (813) 248-1921
TO ADVERTISE IT IN
THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL BULLETIN

~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,~

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
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ATIORN EYS AT LAW
MiAMI - TAMPA
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~REE CONSULTATION!
(813) 223-1200
(Except For Pur" Titl., VII Cos.,s)
220 E. Madison Street ·• Suite 1207, Tampa, FL 33602

Visit Us On -line At: www.FOROLAWFIRM .ORG (Fo rmer U.S. Army JACC A1torn~y)
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ATTY. RODERICK FORD

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa , FL 33602
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S.~ate & Fed. W. C. Claims
* Certified by Michi~an State University
* All Job -Related InJuries
~- Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C. I Race Discrimination
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\IVHIDDEN BROWN .P. L.
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.\II IRS \!attcrs
0\'cr :n Years [xpc'ricncc
Do Not F<tceThc IR S ..\lvn

B. E. Mcintosh, LLC
i:Jiro!! . :d .·lg..:·uJ

LAW OFFICE OF CHE LOPARDO, P.A.
Arrested and Concerned
About Your Legal Rights?
Call Tanya Dugree

.

BOND I ROR MOTIONS $249 • VOP $249 to $949
Excludes Costs (Transcripts, Subpoenas, Etc.)

P:~ .nncnt PI~ us AYail:~hk
Wi1h NO CREDIT CHECK

FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

of a lawyer is an important decision that shollld not be based
decide. ask us to send
FREE 1witlen inlormation aboul nll>lll•" r"''~m <

)il//1'

FELONY • TRAFFIC • DUI • MISDEMEANOR

(813) 418-5253

Pnst-Comirtinn Proccl·dings, Scaling Criminal Records and Appcals3111 West M.LK. Jr. Bhd., Suite 100, Tampa, FL336tl7
www.4RcasnnableDouht.com

I .let .·h

TTORNEYS AT l..AW- TAMPA, FL-ORIDA
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(813) 350-7923
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PAYMENT PLANS I VISA I MASTERCARD
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Fax: 813-984-8324
Email:
macmci ntosh :('..7'\, orldn~t. atr.nd

BANKRUPTC

·

./

'

Chapter 7 liguidation
Wipe Out Bad Debt/

FREE CONSULTATION
Call (813) 223-1200 Tampa
(727) 209-0814 Clearwater/St. Pete

ANGELA B. WRIGHT, P. A.
·

National Criminal Defense- College
F\Onda Ass.oc.Crimlnal Cef'ense Lawyers

Nation.ll Assoc. Crin'Jinal Def'eonse L1wyer"'

Practice Federal And State Courts

EXPERIENCE MATIERS
Over 20 Years Exper;ence'

FELONIES AND MISDEMEANORS • AGGRESSIVE MOTION PRACTICE
BOND HEARINGS ·WARRANTS
TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS/LICENSE SUSPENSIONS • PROBATION VIOLATIONS

BOARD CERTIFIED EXPERT CRIMINAL TRIAL ATTORNEY
300 N. FRANKLIN ST.. TAMPA. FL 33602 ·SERVING BAY AREA COUNTIES

813 277-0068
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Get Rid Of:
1. Judgments
2. Liens
3. Bills
4. Unsecured Debts
$500.00 Plus Filing Fees & Costs

::c

•Criminal law •Probate
•FamiiVlaw •Discrimlnadon
The Miles Plaza
308 E. MLK Blvd., Suite E • Tampa, FL 33603

13 237-2392 Office (813) 236-5717 Fax

('lf..\RLES GREE\E P. ·\.
:\tlornt•y ·\1 La\\

Bond f\1otions
Felony · l\.,1isdemeanors
Traftic · Wanants · VOP
Personal lnjurv
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''CALL RICKY''

c:

AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:
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Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?

CALL RICKY

.
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1111 ~V. MLK _Stc. ~
100 Tnmpa. fL
~

(813) 774-1800
.:hue K!!t'<:<..11C(ii'llt •tmai 1.\:0111
Or Email: callrickywilliams@gmail.com
Available 24 Hrs./Day • FREE Consultatron

The hiring of a l;m:yer ·~ an unportant dccJSinn

that Should nor oo base<! !;Ole!y upon act,~rtise
ment' EleiOfP. 'fOil decide, a,,k us to !>&nd you
FREE w!lltl!n ,nformation ~boul qualirlca1101"'
and e~ricnce•

SUPPORT

THE
FLORIDA
·sENTINEL
ADVERTISERS
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GEORGE E. SHAW
BAIL BONDS
Hillsborough County
(813) 391 -2493

Polk County
328 Dorsett Avenue
(863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853
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CONSTRUCTION

·

Construction Management * Residential
Commercial * Remodeling & Additions
"<!Iff,

~
c

J£~ .C7c,;,., sr.~ yu
(~u

Toll Free: {866) 394-8038
Office: {727) 906-9693
Cell: {727) 492-6317
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NORENE COPELAND
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Voted Best Chef IJJJ Tampa Tribune
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Specializing In Healt:hy Hair
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joHN SAXTON
Executive Chef
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Injured In Accident?

ACCIDENT VICTIMS
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10016 CROSS CREEK BLVD
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All Accident
& Injury Claims
·AUTOMOBILE
• BIKE I BOAT I BUS
• ANIMAL BITES
·WORKER
.
COMPENSATION

TAMPA, Fl 33647
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81.3-994-.3800
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CALL FOR WEEKLY SPECIALS!

Shear

Re~lect:ions

Mon - Sat
,oarn-?pm

101 E. Broad St. • (813 237-2919
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UrbanChef@UrbanCulinaryCui si ne .com
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A-A-A Attorney
Referral Service

!!! Come Celebrate With Us
-

1-800-733-5342
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Classes,
Clinics,& Camps

813-505-0252

wllllelarrysr@9mali.com
willielarrysports.com
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